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With the growth of the supply chain and increased customer demand, warehouse operation 
has become very important. One of the critical functions of warehouse operation is to have a 
warehouse layout such that the day-to-day operations enable on-time delivery. Poor warehouse 
design can lead to ineffective warehouse space utilization and incur the cost associated with 
inefficient operations. The purpose of this study is to develop an analysis tool that enables 
companies to identify the appropriate mix of bulk and rack storage locations to utilize warehouse 
space effectively. A simulation-based methodology is used to determine the optimal mix of racks 
and bulk lanes for a warehouse layout considering inventory quantities and turnover rates. 
Evaluation parameters include the number of racks and storage locations, the number of bulk lanes 
and lane depth, and the velocity mapping of products based on demand. The experimental results 
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Supply chains have evolved globally. Whereas in the past customers waited for an extended 
period to receive their orders, now customers want their orders quickly. The responsiveness of a 
supply chain depends on the associated logistics systems where warehousing is an integral 
component. Warehouse operations contribute significantly to the success, performance, and cost 
of the supply chain (Lamballais, Roy, and De Koster 2017). Baker and Canessa (2009) state that 
capital investment and operational cost of the warehouse can account for 22-25 percent of a 
company's overall expenses. Primary warehouse functions include receiving, storing, retrieving, 
sorting, picking, and shipping.  The design of the material handling systems, including the physical 
infrastructure, layout, and inventory zone classification policies related to storage locations, can 
have a significant impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of warehouse operations.  
When designing a new warehouse layout or revising the existing structure, several things 
contribute to warehousing costs, including using available space to store materials. Storing 
inventories appropriately and proper inventory management can lead to effective space utilization. 
 One of the standard methods utilized in warehouse operations is rack storage. In a rack 
storage system, materials are stored on racks arranged in long aisles with multiple levels (as many 
as ten levels high or more). This rack storage has its pros and cons, including the following aspects. 
 Pros of rack storage include: 
 
1. Flexible storage locations can accommodate different Stock Keeping Units (SKUs); 
2. Easy to inspect and restore the material; 
3. The low likelihood of the damage of material;  
4. High-density storage of material (vertical storage); and 
5. Suitability for picking less than pallet size orders. 
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Cons of rack storage include: 
1. Significant investment in terms of purchasing, constructing, and maintaining racks; 
2. Special material handling equipment may be needed, in particular for high rack storage 
systems; and 
3. Storing and retrieval can have a higher cost in terms of skill/time required compared to 
bulk storage. 
A second common method used in warehouse operation is bulk storage. Bulk storage is most 
suitable for storing materials in pallets. The pallets may be stacked on top of one another and are 
kept on the warehouse floor. However, the number of pallets that can be stacked is limited and 
depends on the material's weight, type of the material, dimensions of warehouse lanes, and 
palletizing methods. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of bulk storage compared to rack 
storage include the following aspects 
Pros of bulk storage include: 
1. Lower capital cost; 
2. Effective space utilization; 
3. Specialized material handling equipment is not needed; and 
4. Suitable for large batch size and high pick frequency. 
Cons of bulk storage include: 
1. Higher likelihood of damage of material as compared with rack storage; 
2. Limited use of vertical space; 
3. Access to particular, individual pallets is limited; and 
4. Honeycombing may result in reduced storage capacity. 
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Considering the advantages and disadvantages of rack and bulk storage, determining which 
storage methods or a combination of storage methods to utilize for a particular warehouse 
operation can be challenging. To improve warehouse operations, one must consider storage 
methods and storage assignments in order to ease picking operation, minimize travel distance, and 
maximize space utilization. Most research discussed in the literature considers rack storage or bulk 
storage methods independently. 
The purpose of this study is to develop an analysis tool that enables companies to identify the 
appropriate mix of bulk and rack storage locations to utilize warehouse space effectively. A 
simulation-based methodology is used to determine the best combination of the number of racks 
and bulk lanes for a warehouse layout considering inventory quantities and inventory turnover 
rates. The methodology enables the evaluation of parameters, including the number of racks and 
storage locations, the number of bulk lanes and lane depth, and the velocity mapping of products 
based on demand. The methodology enables experimentation to demonstrate the trade-offs of key 




















2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Effective design, layout, and zone classification policies for warehouse operations can enable 
the supply chains to be responsive and efficient. This study focuses on designing a simulation 
framework that allows companies to analyze alternative configurations of warehouse layouts with 
bulk and rack storage, evaluate decisions regarding the number of resources, and understand the 
impact of various factors on the facility's performance. The framework will also enable companies 
to identify zone classification for SKUs, achieve the optimal depth of bulk lanes for effective space 
utilization, and minimize overall travel distance. 
The first objective of this research is to design a simulation framework for warehouse 
modeling, analysis, and experimentation. The framework is designed to provide a tool that can 
evaluate and compare performance measures of alternative warehouse system configurations. The 
conceptual framework consists of a central simulation modeling component that takes input data 
based on the system under consideration and enables experimentation on a set of decision 
variables. This framework aims to create a generalized technique that could be utilized by 
companies during the warehouse design process to identify the optimum mix of racks and bulk 
lanes and corresponding frequency zone classifications in their warehouse layout and compare the 
performance of alternative warehouse systems. 
The second objective of this study is to design simulation methods to enable the modeling and 
analysis of a generalized warehouse environment that is both flexible and scalable.  The methods 
include procedures to execute storage and retrieval of the material in a warehouse system, 
frequency zone allocation for available storage locations, and procedures to model arrival and 
demand patterns of the materials within the warehouse system. The goal is to have generalized, 
data-driven simulation methods that are easily adapted to various warehouse systems 
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This third objective is to implement the designed simulation framework and methods using a 
commercially available simulation platform (in this case, Simio) to develop an operational 
warehouse model. The goal is to develop an entirely data-driven model to design a generalized 
warehouse model. The simulation model will be comprised of various simulation methods and use 
system inputs through data tables. By implementing a generalized data-driven simulation model, 
the aim is to be able to generate alternative warehouse configurations quickly and avoid developing 
simulation methodologies for each layout.  
This final objective is to conduct an experimental performance evaluation that illustrates the 
capabilities and limitations of the warehouse simulation modeling framework.  The experimental 
design includes configurations and layout analysis of alternative warehouse configurations to study 
the system's dynamic behavior. The experiment aims to demonstrate the ability of the methodology 
to estimate relevant performance measures, including measures related to productivity, efficiency, 
space utilization, and resource utilization. Furthermore, the experimentation will examine to 
compare alternative warehouse configurations to identify a suitable warehouse layout within the 
available space. 
Through this research, a tool in the form of a simulation framework to evaluate warehouse 
layout and understand warehouse impact of design elements on warehouse performance measures 
will be designed, developed, and evaluated. This framework will allow companies to compare 
alternative configurations, accurately identify the trade-offs, and determine a warehouse layout 
that results in a high-performance warehouse system. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most of the research focused on warehouse layout, considered the most common warehouse 
type with rack storage. A literature review by de Koster et al. (2007) identifies the performance 
parameters considered during warehouse design and optimization. These performance parameters 
are total travel distance, minimizing the total cost, minimizing throughput time of order, 
maximizing the use of space, using resources, and accessibility to all items. The layout design, 
storage method, and storage policies are taken in addition to these performance parameters. These 
decisions are important at the tactical and operational levels during warehouse design. 
Rouwenhorst et al. (2000) present a literature study of warehouse design and control, which 
addresses the framework and classification of warehouse design and control problems. The paper 
reviews the existing literature on warehouse design and identifies the gaps in these studies. In their 
research, Baker and Canessa (2009) develop a structured approach for a warehouse design, address 
different approaches in each step of warehouse design, and provide the information of the tools 
used in practice for each step. de Koster, Le-Duc, and Roodbergen (2007) present a literature 
review on warehouse order picking design and control and recommend a structure for typical 
decision problems in designing and managing order-picking processes by focusing on the optimal 
layout design, storage assignment methods, routing methods, order batching, and zoning. Piasecki 
(2007) presents a detailed study on various forms of equipment used for order picking, including 
case pick, piece pick, and pallet pick operations.  
Gue and Meller (2014) develop a network-based warehouse model of individual pallet 
locations and their interactions with appropriate cross aisles to evaluate a given design's expected 
travel distance. Their offered design reduces the expected travel distance but at the expense of 
increasing storage space. Bortolini et al. (2015) proposes a non-conventional easy applicable 
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configuration for unit load (UL) warehouses to improve handling performance in terms of the 
traveled distance. A closed-form calculation of the mean travel time with random storage 
assignment of the ULs is provided, and the design parameters of a warehouse are evaluated, which 
results in traveled distance savings ranging from 7% to 17%, and achieving the best balance 
between distance saving and the storage area loss. 
Cardona et al. (2015) provide a mathematical finite sequence method to generate a detailed 
three-dimensional fishbone layout design. This method takes the desired storage capacity and 
returns the location (x, y, z) of each warehouse's opening such that the total operational costs (area 
cost and material cost) are minimal. Mowrey and Parikh (2014) develop a mathematical model as 
an alternative to a traditional orthogonal aisle design where both narrow and wide aisles are mixed 
within the configuration. Their experimental results indicate that annual cost savings of up to 
$48,000 could be realized over systems with pure narrow or wide aisle configurations. 
Lamballais et al. (2017) present a paper that models robotic mobile fulfillment systems and 
analyzes their performance. Queuing network models are developed in their study to analytically 
estimate maximum order throughput, average order cycle time, and robot utilization. Van 
Nieuwenhuyse and de Koster (2009) studies the impact of controls such as the order batching 
policy, the capacity of the picking and sorting operations, and the picking policy on customer order 
throughput time in using numerical methods for warehouse with a time window batching and the 
separate selection and sorting operations. 
Gue, Ivanović, and Meller (2012) focus on a method to configure a cross-aisle in a unit load 
warehouse to facilitate travel between storage locations and multiple pickups and deposit positions 
on one side. Thomas and Meller (2015) provide a statistical-based methodology for a set of 
guidelines for arriving at the right design configuration for a manual, case-picking warehouse. 
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Their study's important parameters include a forward area, SKUs' ratio to bottom-level pallet 
locations, ABC curve skewness, and several lines per batch. Rey et al. (2019) present a study on a 
human co-robot working system for medium-sized warehouses to optimize picking tasks.  
The common problems faced by warehouse managers are layout design, storage assignment 
policies, picking method, and routing (Chan & Chan, 2011). The most common storage assignment 
methods are random storage, dedicated storage, and class-based storage (Hausman et al., 1976). In 
random storage, the material is stored randomly in a warehouse and comes under one material 
class. Each SKU is assigned to a different class in dedicated storage and has dedicated storage in 
a warehouse. In class-based storage assignments, products are classified as fast-moving, 
moderately moving, and slow-moving products. This storage assignment policy allows the fast-
moving product to be stored close to receiving and shipping area and allows for high storage space 
utilization. 
Montulet, Langevin, and Riopel (1998)focus on minimizing peak load with single command 
cycles and a dedicated storage policy. Yener and Yazgan (2019) develop a hierarchical approach 
to analyzing warehouse design, storage assignment methods, and picking policies. Ouhoud, 
Guezzen, and Sari (2016) consider the cycle time of multi aisle AS/RS with class-based storage. 
They present a discrete model to compare the cycle time of the S/R machine for each class of multi 
aisle system, and subsequently, they developed a continuous model. The expression of 
storage/retrieval cycle time can be used to compare different storage policy assignment results and 
optimize cycle time.  
During the warehouse's design or refurbishment, one of the major tasks is determining proper 
storage locations for potentially thousands of different materials. Many factors affect the storage 
assignment: picking methods, size and layout of the system, material handling system, product 
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characterization, demand trends, turnover rate, and space requirement (Chan & Chan, 2011). 
Sharma and Shah (2015) present a mathematical model with a new layout, zoning, and a hybrid 
storage assignment policy that improves picking and reduces unwanted package movements, travel 
distance, and travel time.  
Derhami, Smith, and Gue (2020) use a simulation-based algorithm to find the optimal number 
of aisles, cross aisles, and optimal bay depth for block stacking warehouses. Derhami et al. (2017), 
in their research, use a mathematical approach to address the trade-off between the lane depth and 
width to optimize space utilization. The model focuses on maximizing utilization of volume 
instead of the floor space. Clements et al. (2016) develop a simulation-based method to determine 
the depth of bulk lanes and warehouse space allocation of fast-moving items and slower-moving 
items in warehouse design. The method considers zone sizes to allocate items to their respective 
frequency zone and lane depth of each row as a factor to evaluate in their experiments. The model 
designed in this thesis is an extension of this concept and allows companies to analyze various 
configurations of the warehouse to find an appropriate mix of rack and bulk storage to improve 









The goal of this work is to develop an analysis tool that enables companies to identify the 
appropriate mix of bulk and rack storage locations to utilize warehouse space effectively. A 
simulation-based methodology is developed to determine the best combination of the number of 
racks and bulk lanes for a warehouse layout considering inventory quantities and inventory 
turnover rates. The methodology enables the evaluation of parameters, including the number of 
racks and storage locations, the number of bulk lanes and lane depth, and the velocity mapping of 
products based on demand. The methodology enables experimentation to demonstrate the tradeoffs 
of critical performance metrics for various system configurations. 
In this section, the warehouse simulation methodology and framework are discussed. First, a 
brief description of the types of warehouse systems under consideration is provided. Then, the 
simulation framework is discussed, which includes the following five aspects: the simulation 
methods, input data required, system decision variables that can be controlled during the analysis, 
experimental design factors, and the performance measures. Finally, the implementation of the 
simulation framework will be discussed. 
 
4.1 System Description 
In the warehouse systems under consideration, unit loads (pallets) of material arrive at the 
receiving area's warehouse. Figure 4.1 illustrates a warehouse layout consisting of a mix of rack 
storage and bulk lanes. As pallets arrive, often via tractor-trailer, they are removed from the trailer 
and checked in. Pallets are then placed in a staging area to be moved to a storage location. The 
storage location is often determined and tracked by a Warehouse Management System (WMS). 
The layout in Figure 4.1 shows a warehouse with one aisle of bulk storage lanes with depths of 3 
and 4 pallets and two aisles of single depth rack storage locations. The layout contains three 
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frequency zones (A, B, and C). SKUs are assigned to a zone based on their inventory turnover rate. 
Class A items are ordered and picked most frequently and are stored closest to the shipping and 
receiving area to minimize the travel distance. Class B and Class C items are demanded at medium 
and slow rates. When the demand for an SKU occurs, the pallet is removed from the storage 
location and is taken to the shipping area.  
In addition to the physical warehouse system, the methodology assumes that the following 
information and data are known: the number of SKUs and the average number of pallets on hand, 
and the demand rate for each SKU.  
 
Figure 4.1: Warehouse layout with bulk and rack storage locations and frequency zone 
classifications. 
 
4.2 Warehouse Simulation Framework 
The warehouse simulation and analysis framework are presented and explained in this section. 
The framework aims to develop a data-driven model and generalized simulation techniques that 
can be used to analyze warehouse configurations for various system inputs and decision variables. 
The goal is to design a discrete-event simulation modeling architecture to compare alternative 






warehouse designs with data input related to inventory turnover rate, material type, material mix, 
and storage/retrieval processes. The warehouse simulation framework is illustrated in Figure 4.2 
and is consists of five components – 1) Simulation Methods; 2) System Inputs; 3) System Decision 
Variables; 4) Experimental Design; and 5) System Performance. The framework itself is derived 
from a data-driven simulation methodology used by Ceresoli (2019) to design healthcare clinics. 
 
Figure 4.2: Simulation Framework 
The details of each component of the warehouse simulation framework are provided in the 
following sections. 
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4.2.1 Simulation Methods 
At the center of the warehouse simulation framework, as represented in Figure 4.2, is the 
simulation methods that include those needed to represent warehouse operations' functionality. 
These methods are the foundation of the simulation framework and crucial to the analysis and 
decision-making process. The methods include techniques or procedures related to material flows, 
storage, retrieval, zone classification, and warehouse structures, among others. 
4.2.1.1 Material Flows 
The simulation model captures the behavior of the various warehouse operations. The 
simulation assumes that the warehouse under consideration will maintain a balanced flow of 
material in the system in a steady-state. That is, the average arrival rate of incoming units will 
equal the average demand rate of outgoing units. The material arrives and leaves the system in a 
pallet-sized unit load. A pallet arrives in the system by sampling from an interarrival time 
distribution and then proceeds to a staging location to await pickup by a fork truck. At the start of 
the simulation run, the warehouse is initialized with a representative inventory of unit loads. The 
storage locations for the unit loads are determined through a process that is similar to the storage 
process that is explained in section 4.2.1.3. In addition, the SKU classification process is set up at 
the start of the run (see section 4.2.1.2). This process enables the classification of unit loads in 
three different frequency zones. Throughout the simulation, unit loads arrive at the staging 
location. The storage location of the unit load is identified through the storage process. Once the 
storage location is identified, SKU is picked up by a fork truck and stored at their storage location. 
The demand in the system is generated through a demand entity. The demand entity executes the 
retrieval process (see section 4.2.1.4) to complete the retrieval of the SKU from its storage location. 
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The unit load is then taken to the shipping area via a fork truck. The simulation is set up to run for 
a user-specified period of time to analyze the performance and capability of the system. 
4.2.1.2 SKU Frequency Zone Classification 
The simulation method is designed to classify the SKUs based on the demand rate and may be 
divided into three frequency zones having fast-moving (A), moderately fast-moving (B), and slow-
moving (C) SKUs. Each frequency zone has a specified range of demand rates for each storage 
type (bulk or rack).  
The daily demand rate of each SKU is derived from the inventory turnover rate as follows: 
Ri = (Ii * Ti) / D 
where,  
Ri = Demand rate for SKU i; 
Ii = Initial expected inventory available in the warehouse for SKU i; 
Ti = Inventory turnover rate (per year) for SKU i; and 
D = Number of operational days in a year. 
During the simulation initialization process, each SKU is assigned a frequency zone classification 
by comparing the SKU daily demand rate to upper and lower zone classification limits specified 
by the user for each storage type. This also provides a convenient method for the user to experiment 
with frequency zone classification decisions. 
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Figure 4.3: SKU classification method 
4.2.1.3 Storage Process 
The storage process involves identifying the storage location for an arriving unit load and 
executing the put-away function. At the staging location, the storage location is determined 
through several system inputs, including the SKU, the type of storage location (rack or bulk), the 
frequency zone classification (A, B, or C), and the set of available storage locations. Each storage 
location is assumed to be flexible (as opposed to dedicated) to allow the storage of any SKU. The 
storage process is designed to accommodate SKUs in alternate zones if a storage location is not 
available in the preferred zone. 
 Each storage location is tracked with the current SKU number and quantity. Bulk lanes and 
multiple depth storage rack locations are restricted to a single SKU number. Figure 4.4 shows the 
flow chart for the following storage process. 
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Notation: 
Unit Load Variables: 
 
 SKU  Stock Keeping Unit number of the unit load 
 ST Preferred type of storage location  
 SP Preferred storage zone classification 
Warehouse System Variables: 
 
 S Set of storage locations 
 SR Set of rack storage locations, 𝑆𝑅 ⊆ 𝑆 
 SB Set of bulk storage locations, 𝑆𝐵 ⊆ 𝑆 
 SXB Set of overflow storage locations for bulk Storage type, 𝑆𝑋𝐵 ⊆ 𝑆 
SXR Set of overflow storage locations for Rack Storage type, 𝑆𝑋𝑅 ⊆ 𝑆 
 SRA Set of zone A rack storage locations, 𝑆𝑅𝐴 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅  
SRB Set of zone B rack storage locations, 𝑆𝑅𝐵 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅 
SRC Set of zone C rack storage locations, 𝑆𝑅𝐶 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅 
SBA Set of zone A bulk storage locations, 𝑆𝐵𝐴 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅 
 SBB Set of zone B bulk storage locations, 𝑆𝐵𝐵 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅 
SBC Set of zone C bulk storage locations, 𝑆𝐵𝐶 ⊆ 𝑆𝑅  
Cs Capacity of storage location s for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 
Storage Assignment Process: 
1. The SKU arrives to a warehouse receiving location. 
2. A fork truck is dispatched to pick up the pallet at receiving and move it to a storage location. 
3.  The storage type (bulk or rack), ST, is identified for the SKU. 
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4. Determine if there are any partially full storage locations that contain the SKU to be stored. 
If so, proceed with transporting the pallet to that storage location.  Continue otherwise. 
5. Search for an available storage location in SR or SB based on the preferred zone 
classification SP. If found, proceed with transporting the pallet to that storage location. 
Continue otherwise. 
6. Search for an available storage location in an alternate zone(s) with lower frequency 
classification than SP. If found, proceed with transporting the pallet to that storage location. 
Continue otherwise. 
7. Since no available storage location has been found, store the pallet in a temporary storage 
location corresponding to a rack or bulk overflow location SXB .or SXR. 
 
Figure 4.4: Storage process 
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4.2.1.4 Retrieval Process 
Simulation methods are designed to perform the retrieval process when a demand request is 
generated. The process uses information about the SKU type, storage locations, and quantity 
available at the storage locations. Statistical performance measures are set up in the model to 
evaluate the performance of the warehouse. 
Figure 4.5 shows the representation of the retrieval process. When the demand is generated for 
an SKU, the system first checks the availability of SKU in the warehouse. If the SKU is available 
in the warehouse, the system thus searches the SKU in any partially full storage location. If the 
SKU is not available in the partially full storage location, the system searches the SKU in alternate 
frequency zones. If the SKU is not available in any alternate zone, the system searches SKU in the 
preferred frequency zone. Once the storage location is found, the SKU is retrieved from its storage 
location and picked up by a fork truck for shipping.  
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Figure 4.5: Retrieval process 
 
4.2.2 System Inputs 
The simulation framework is a completely data-driven model and utilizes a set of system inputs 
to drive the simulation model associated with materials and warehouse operations. Figure 4.6 
shows the set of data tables used in the system to provide the input data. In the next subsections, 
we describe the simulation input data. 
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4.2.2.1 Source Data 
The source data is used to specify the input information for unit load arrival and demand events, 
as well as the creation of transporters (such as fork trucks). The source objects in the model are 
created automatically (auto-created) and placed in the model by specifying the following relevant 
data:  
• Source type – identifies the source object type to be auto-created. 
• Source name – specifies the name of the source object.  
• Process – the name of the process to be executed by the created object upon the creation 
event.  
• Interarrival time – an expression specifying the interarrival time of object creation 
events. 
• Entity – the type of object that is to be created by the source.  
• X – the X coordinate location of the source in the model. 
• Z – the Z coordinate location of the source in the model. 
• Max arrivals – the maximum number of creative events to be executed by the source.  
 In the warehouse model, four sources are needed, including source for the initial inventory, 
arrivals demand, and vehicles.  
The initial inventory source creates unit load entities at the start of the simulation run. The 
process specified determines the SKU to be created, the receiving location, and the storage location 
of the SKU. The interarrival time is 0 as the initial inventory is all created at the start of the 
simulation run. The entity type created is a unit load (SKU pallet). The number of unit loads that 
make up the initial inventory is specified at the max arrivals. A source for the dynamic arrival of 
unit loads to be stored in the warehouse throughout the simulation run; a source for creating the 
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demand for unit loads to be retrieved and shipped from the warehouse throughout the simulation 
run; and a source to create the set fork trucks that will be used in the warehouse.   
The arrival source creates unit loads dynamically throughout the simulation. The process 
determines the SKU to be created and the receiving location. The interarrival time expression 
indicates the distribution of the time between SKU arrivals. The entity type created is a unit load. 
The maximum arrival is typically set to infinity, indicating arrivals will continue to occur until the 
simulation run ends.  
The demand source creates a demand event to retrieve a unit load from the warehouse 
throughout the simulation run. The process determines the SKU that is to be retrieved from the 
warehouse and the shipping location. The entity created is a unit load, however, this is a virtual 
unit load that is used to find a corresponding actual unit load in the warehouse. The maximum 
arrival is typically set to infinity, indicating demands will continue to occur until the simulation 
run ends.  
Finally, the vehicle source creates a set of vehicles (fork trucks) that are to be used in the 
warehouse throughout the simulation run. A process is not needed upon the creation of a fork truck. 
The interarrival time is 0. The entity created is a fork truck. (Note that the vehicle object itself is 
defined in the vehicle data table.) The maximum arrival is the number of fork trucks that will be 
operating in the warehouse.  
This data structure for sources allows for multiple sources for initial inventory, arrivals, 
demands, or vehicles as required for the specific warehouse application. For example, if fork trucks 
are dedicated to a specific area of the warehouse, multiple vehicle sources could be specified.  
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Figure 4.6: Data tables required for system input 
4.2.2.2 Vehicle Data 
The vehicle data is used to account for the input information about the transporters in the system. 
The transporter objects are automatically created through the object table and placed in the model 
by specifying the following relevant data: 
• Transporter – identifies the different transporter to be auto-created 
• Speed – specifies the speed of the transporter 
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Vehicles are created through vehicle table and used as an entity input for vehicle source discussed 
in section 4.2.2.1. The table allows creating n number of fork trucks in the system and different 
speeds for each fork truck. 
4.2.2.3 Receiving Data 
The receiving data is used to specify the input information for receiving area of the materials 
in the warehouse. The receiving objects in the modes are auto-created through receiving table. The 
table contains the following data: 
• Receiving area – identifies the different receiving areas in the warehouse 
• Receiving area name – specifies the name of receiving area 
• Process – the name of the process to be executed by the created object as soon as the 
entity enter and exit the receiving area 
• Transporter – specifies the name of the assigned transporter (fork trucks) at each 
receiving area 
• X – the X coordinate location of the receiving area in the model. 
• Z – the Z coordinate location of the receiving area in the model. 
• Mix – the probability of each receiving area to receive the material 
The receiving data for receiving area enables the creation of multiple receiving locations in the 
warehouse. The receiving locations in the system are represented by transfer nodes. The storage 
locations of the unit loads are identified through the storage process (explained in section 4.2.1.3). 





4.2.2.4 SKU Classification Data 
SKU classification data is used to provide input for the SKU classification process described 
in section 4.2.1. The table is used to include the input information of SKU arrival rate ranges to 
classify them according to frequency zone. The table contains the following relevant data: 
• Zone classification – to specify the different number of zones in the system 
• Rack min rate – to specify the minimum arrival rate of each zone for rack storage  
• Rack max rate – to specify the maximum arrival rate of each zone for rack storage  
• Bulk min rate – to specify the minimum arrival rate of each zone for bulk storage  
• Bulk max rate – to specify the maximum arrival rate of each zone for bulk storage  
The classification of the SKU is controlled in the system through this data structure. The data 
structure is designed in such a way that it provides the flexibility to classify the SKUs by varying 
the range of demand rate of SKUs. 
4.2.2.5 Layout Setup data 
The simulation is designed considering various potential warehouse layouts having a 
combination of rack aisles and bulk lanes in specified proportions. The framework is designed for 
a class-based storage policy. To achieve that, the current system layout is divided into multiple 
frequency zones, for example, fast-moving, moderately moving, and slow-moving SKU zones.  
Layout classification is achieved through the layout setup table. The table contains the 
following relevant data: 
• Zone classification – specify the different zones in the system 
• Min X location – specify the minimum X coordinates of each zone 
• Max X location – specify the maximum X coordinates of each zone 
• Min Z location – specify the minimum Z coordinates of each zone 
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• Max Z location – specify the maximum Z coordinates of each zone 
Figure 4.7 shows the visual representation of the method of dividing the layout into different 
classification zone by providing X and Z coordinates of storage locations. For example, the X and 
Z coordinates for the fastest-moving zone (zone A) for bulk storage type are X (0, 105) and Z 
(105,255), for moderately fast-moving (Zone B) for bulk storage type are X (105, 135) and for the 
slow moving zone (Zone C) are X (135, 155). Likewise, the storage zones are divided for rack 
storage type. 
 




4.2.2.6 SKU Data 
SKU Data includes the information about SKU number, the storage type of the SKU, Initial 
inventory in the warehouse, demand rate of the SKUs, number of SKUs available in the warehouse, 
and allocated zone of the SKU. The data is provided through the SKU table. The table contains 
the following relevant data: 
• SKU number – to define the SKU number in the system 
• Storage type – to define the storage type of each SKU  
• Initial inventory – to specify the initial number of SKU available in the warehouse 
• Demand rate – to specify the demand rate of each SKU at which they are replaced from 
the warehouse 
• SKU available – specify the quantity of SKU available in the warehouse 
• Zone – specify the assigned zone to SKUs 
In this system, the storage type of the SKUs is kept constant while conducting different 
scenarios of the experiment. Initial inventory defines the initial number of inventories on hand in 
the warehouse, and the mix of these are calculated according to the type of SKU. The demand rate 
of the SKUs is calculated based on the formula explained in section 4.2.1.2 for each SKU. The 
data regarding the available quantity of the SKUs and the zone of the SKUs are state variable data 
and capture the dynamic information regarding the available quantity of SKU and zone of SKU 
throughout the operation of the warehouse. The state variable data are used as an input in the 
retrieval process to identify the availability and assigned zone of the SKUs. 
4.2.2.7 Rack/Bulk Data 
Rack/Bulk Data are important input tables used to auto-create the storage locations in the 
warehouse. In this system, we have used two separate tables to automatically create rack and bulk 
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storage types, respectively. However, the properties of these two tables are the same. We have 
used two tables to make it easier to change the inputs of each storage type while running 
experiments and creating various processes in the system. The tables contain the following relevant 
data: 
• Storage type – identifies the storage type object to be auto-created 
• Storage location name – specify the name of the object 
• X location – the X coordinate of the rack/bulk storage in the warehouse 
• Y location – the Y coordinate of the rack/bulk storage in the warehouse 
• Z location – the Z coordinate of the rack/bulk storage in the warehouse 
• Storage location input – specify the name of the input of each storage location 
• Capacity – specify the capacity of each storage location to hold the unit loads 
• Transporter – specify the transporter type assigned to each storage location to perform 
the storage and retrieval process 
• SKU – provide the information of the SKU stored at each storage location 
• Zone – specify the assigned zone of storage locations 
• Available qty – specify the quantity of the SKU available at each storage location 
The capacities of the storage locations are calculated based on the depth and height of the 
storage locations. The capacities are created as an integer property and then used as an input in the 
capacity column of Rack/Bulk tables. Since the capacities are integer properties and are assigned 
as an input in the storage locations table, the values of these capacities could be changed to conduct 
different experiment scenarios to find appropriate warehouse configurations.  
The data regarding SKU and available qty are collected to keep track of SKU at each storage 
location. This information is also used as an input to carry out the storage and retrieval process. 
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4.2.2.8 Pick/Drop Network Data 
The Pick/Drop Network data are used to create pickup and drop nodes and network paths in 
aisles. The data includes two sets of tables. One set of tables is used to place pickup and drop nodes 
in the warehouse, the second set of tables is used to automatically create the path between various 
pickup nodes, drop nodes, and storage locations. The first set of tables consist of the following 
relevant data to create the network paths in the model: 
• Pick/Drop node – specify the type of node to be auto-created 
• Pick/Drop node name – specify the name of the object node 
• X location – the X coordinate location of the nodes in the model 
• Z location – the Z coordinate location of the nodes in the model 
The second set of tables consist of the following relevant data to create network paths in the model: 
• Pathname – specify the path name to auto-create in the warehouse 
• Input node – specify the name of the input node to create the network 
• Output node – specify the name of the output node to create the network 
The input and output nodes are storage locations, receiving nodes, and shipping nodes. The 
network is created in such a way that it enables a close loop in the warehouse and provides end to 
end network path for vehicles. 
4.2.2.9 Shipping Data 
Shipping data are used in the system to create the shipping. The data contains the following 
relevant data: 
• Shipping area – identifies the different receiving areas in the warehouse 
• Shipping name – specifies the name of receiving area 
• X location – the X coordinate location of the shipping area in the model. 
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• Z location – the Z coordinate location of the shipping area in the model. 
• Shipping input – specify the input node name of the shipping area 
• Mix – the probability of each shipping area to ship out the material 
4.2.3 System Decision Variables 
The simulation framework includes a set of potential decision variables that are associated with 
simulation methods and experimental designs.  The system decision variables consist of a set of 
design information that can be examined and controlled to impact the system's operation. Changes 
in these decision variables will be reflected in the system’s performance. 
These decision variables include the number of rack aisles and bulk lanes in the configurations, 
the number of resources used in the system, and the storage assignment policy. Different 
warehouse configurations can be developed by varying rack aisles and bulk lanes. The number of 
resources refers to the number of fork trucks used to pick up and drop off. The storage assignment 
policy relates to the storage location selection preference, such as class-based storage or random 
storage.  
4.2.4 Experimental Design 
The experimental design component is linked to the decision variables being studied and the 
system's performance measures. The experimental designs are used to understand the system's 
configurations and perform a layout analysis. Depending on which decision variables are selected, 
the framework can perform configuration analysis and identify the trade-offs among the alternative 
warehouse layout configurations. For example, to evaluate the configuration analysis design of the 
warehouse, the number of rack locations and bulk lanes in the warehouse can be varied until the 
desired warehouse configuration is obtained. Similarly, the layout configuration design evaluation 
can be done by varying the SKU demand rate range in the SKU classification table, and the 
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minimum and maximum coordinates range of X and Z locations for each storage type. 
Furthermore, the experimental design can be used to understand the system's capabilities and 
limitations. 
For this study, a general warehouse model is used to demonstrate the framework's application. 
The experiment is conducted for two representative warehouse systems by a varying number of 
rack aisles and bulk lanes, frequency zone classification, and the number of resources to analyze 
the system's capability. The simulation experiment examines several scenarios on each warehouse 
system to evaluate the performance measures. The evaluation of the performance measures is 
designed to help understand the warehouse's current configuration behavior and identify the 
opportunity for improvement if needed. The output obtained from the scenarios is compared to 
identify the best warehouse configurations, including the number of rack aisles and bulk lanes, 
appropriate frequency zone configurations for both rack and bulk storage, and the number of fork 
trucks required in the warehouse. 
4.2.5 Performance Measures 
The simulation framework includes an array of potential system performance measures. The 
performance measures are used to understand any system's capability and efficiency. These 
measurements quantify improvements and ensure positive changes in the system. Warehouse 
performance measures are directly related to the cost associated with warehouse operations. The 
more efficient the warehouse operations are, the better the performance measures and associated 
costs.  
The simulation framework presented in this study considers all the essential performance 
measures required while designing a warehouse layout. The performance measures that define the 
warehouse performance include productivity, efficiency, resource utilization, and space 
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utilization. For example, the system’s productivity includes the number of unit loads staged in the 
waiting area and stored in alternate frequency zones. The efficiency of the warehouse is defined 
by the overall warehouse space utilization and frequency zone space utilization. Space utilization 
provides information regarding the warehouse footprint, and resource utilization includes 
information about the utilization of material handling equipment. 
4.3 Simulation Implementation 
The warehouse simulation model is implemented in discrete event simulation software Simio 
version 14. Two warehouse models, A and B, corresponding to two warehouse 
sizes/configurations are created by implementing a simulation framework. Figure 4.8 shows the 
visual representation of the simulation model of warehouse A.  
 
 
Figure 4.8: Simulation model of warehouse A 
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This section describes the process of implementing a simulation framework. The data set 
represented in this section is used to create warehouse A. The Appendix contains a reference guide 
that illustrates the model objects, tables, and inputs needed to setup and execute the simulation 
model and experiments. 
The implementation of the framework in Simio starts with developing various simulation 
methods discussed in the simulation framework. 
The system's entities represent the pallet of materials that arrive through the system at a 
specified interarrival time distribution. The demand is generated through demand entities which 
arrive at the same rate of a unit load to balance the material flow through the system. 
4.3.1 Storage Process 
The put-away process of the material is achieved through the storage process. The storage process 
method described in Figure 4.4 is implemented in the simulation model through a Simio process 
which is shown in Figure 4.9. The process consists of two similar sets of steps to execute the put-
away process, each for a rack and bulk storage. The process steps are explained as follows: 
• S1 Decide: Determine if the generated token is a model entity. 
• S2 Decide: If S1 Decide is true, determine if the storage type of entity is the rack. 
• S3 Insert: If S2 Decide is true, insert the entities into a storage queue. This step is added in 
the process for statistical analysis. 
• S4 Search: Search through the rack table to identify any partial storage location available. 
• S5 Decide: Determine if the partial storage location is available. 
• S6 Assign: If S5 Decide is false, assign integer state variable “index”, this step is added in 
the process to have a flexible number of storage locations in the process. 
• S7 Search: Search through the rack table to identify a storage location in the preferred zone. 
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• S8 Decide: Determine if the storage location is available in the preferred zone or alternate 
zone. 
• S9 Decide: If S8 Decide is false, determine if the addition of SKU zone and index values 
is equal to integer property “zones”. 
• S10 Assign: If S9 Decide is false, assign a new value to integer state property “index”, to 
assign a different number of zones. 
• S11 Decide: If S8 Decide is true, determine if the value of index property is zero, execute 
storage process in preferred zone. 
• S12 Tally: If S9 Decide is true, tally step is added for statistical analysis and capture the 
number of SKU transfer to overflow destination. 
• S13 Destroy: The destroy step in the process is added to destroy the unit load and balance 
the flow of material. 
• S14 Tally: If S11 Decide is false, the tally step is added to calculate the number of SKU 
stored in the alternate zone. 
• S15 Set Row: If S11 Decide is true, set row to found storage location, which could be either 
in the preferred or alternate zone. 
• S16 Set Node: Set the destination input to a found storage location, to store material at 
respective storage locations either in the preferred or alternate zone. 
• S17 Assign: Assign the new value of the number of SKU in an allocated column of 
rack/bulk table, to get the statistical value of the number of SKU at each storage location. 
• S18 Assign: Assign the new value to integer state variable “PalletsInWH” to calculate a 
total number of pallets in the warehouse, and vector integer state variable 
“RackZoneInWH”, to calculate the number of SKU in each frequency zone. 
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4.3.2 Retrieval Process 
The retrieval process explained in the simulation framework (Figure 4.5) is implemented in 
simulation through the Simio process shown in Figure 4.10. The process consists of various steps 
to complete the retrieval of materials in SKU. All the steps in the process are explained below. 
Here, the steps represent the retrieval process for rack storage. Similarly, the same set of steps are 
used for the bulk retrieval storage. 
• S1 Search: Search through the SKU table, to check if SKU is available in the warehouse 
as soon as the demand entity is created in the system. 
• S2 Decide: Determine if the SKU is available in the warehouse. 
• S3 Tally: If S2 Decide is false, a tally step is added to capture the value of unmet demand 
for statistical analysis and verification of the process. The system should not have any 
unmet demand because the arrival rate of the SKUs is the same as the demand rate of the 
SKUs. 
• S4 Destroy: Destroy demand entity from the system to balance the flow of material. 
• S7 Search: Search the rows in the SKU table. 
• S6 Assign: Assign the selection weight to the SKU to match it with the demand rate of 
the SKU. 
• S8 Assign: Assign zones to the model entity. 
• S9 Assign: Assign the new value to the integer state variable “SKU Demands”, to track 
the number of demands generated for each SKU. 
• S10 Set Row: Set the row in the SKU table to select the SKU based on selection weight 
which is the same as the demand rate of each SKU. 
• S11 Decide: Determine if the storage type of SKU is the rack. 
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Figure 4.10: Retrieval Process 
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• S12 Search: If S11 Decide is true, search through the rack table to find if SKU is stored 
in an alternate zone location to fulfill the demand request. 
• S13 Decide: Determine if SKU is available in the alternate zone, execute the retrieval 
process. 
• S14 Assign: If S13 Decide is false, assign integer state variable “index” new value of 
integer state variable “zones”. The number of zones in this system is three. 
• S15 Search: Search through rack table, to identify SKU in the preferred zone to fulfill the 
demand request. 
• S16 Decide: Determine if SKU is available in the preferred zone, execute the retrieval 
process. 
• S17 Assign: If S16 Decide is false, assign a new value to integer state variable “index”. 
The new value of the index is less than the earlier one, to account for the different 
number of storage locations in the warehouse. 
• S18 Decide: Determine if the new value of integer state property is less than the zone of 
SKU. 
• S19 Tally: If S18 Decide is true, a tally step is added to track the statistical value of 
unmet demand in the system. 
• S20 Set Row: Set the row to find the location in the rack table, either in an alternate zone 
or preferred zone. 
• S21 Search: Search through queue state of storage location. 
• S21 Remove: Remove the entity from the queue state of storage location. 
• S23 Transfer: Transfer entity token from the input node to output node of storage 
location. 
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• S24 Assign: Assign new value to “Available” column in rack and SKU table. 
• S25 Tally: Capture the statistical value of integer state variable “Demand Met”, to keep 
track of the number of demands met in the system. 
• S26 Destroy: Destroy the entity, to balance the flow of material in the system. 
• S27 Destroy: Destroy the entity, to balance the flow of material in the system. 
4.3.3 SKU Classification Process 
 SKU classification process shown in Figure 4.3 is implemented in simulation through a 
process that is executed at the initialization of the simulation run. The steps in the process are 
explained below. Figure 4.11 shows the implementation of the SKU classification process in 
Simio. 
  
Figure 4.11: SKU classification table 
• S1 Search: Search through the SKU classification table, to find the demand rate range. 
• S2 Search: Search through the SKU table, to find the demand rate of SKU. 
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• S3 Decide: Determine if the storage type of SKU is a rack. 
• S4 Decide: If S3 Decide is true, determine the zone of the SKU based on rack classification 
range. 
• S5 Assign: If S4 Decide is true, assign a respective zone to SKU. 
• S6 Decide: If S3 Decide is false, determine the zone of the SKU based on the bulk 
classification range. 
4.3.4 System Input 
The simulation model is completely data-driven. The model stores the system input in data 
tables. Several data tables are used in the system to auto-create the entire warehouse simulation 
models. The system input explained in section 4.2.2 is provided through data tables in the 
simulation model. The below list represents the number of various data tables used in the 
warehouse to accounting all the system input in the system.  
1. SKU Classification table 
2. Layout Setup table 
3. SKU table 
4. Rack/Bulk table 
5. Receiving table 
6. Vehicle table 
7. Shipping table 
8. Source table 
9. Pick Network table 
10. Drop Network table 
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4.3.4.1 SKU Classification Table 
SKU classification process is explained in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.2. The input required to 
execute this process in the system is provided through the SKU Classification table. As shown in 
Figure 4.12. The Zone Classification column represents the number of zones in the system. The 
table enables a user-specified number of zone classifications. In this example, three frequency 
zones A, B, and C are represented through integer numbers 1,2 and 3, respectively. Rack Min Rate 
and Rack Max Rate columns are used to provide the range of demand rates to classify Rack SKUs 
in three different zones. Likewise, Bulk Min Rate and Bulk Max Rate are used to classify Bulk 
SKUs in three different zones.  
 
Figure 4.12: SKU classification table 
4.3.4.2 Layout Setup Table 
The Layout Setup data explained in section 4.2.2.5 is used to classify warehouse layout into 
SKU frequency storage zones. The example, Layout Setup table shown in Figure 4.13 includes the 
inputs required to classify the layout of racks and bulk lanes into three different frequency storage 
zones. The table includes an integer column to include the different number of zones in the system. 
As explained in section 4.3.2, zones are represented as integer numbers. Min X and Max X 
columns are used to including the input for minimum and maximum of X coordinates, and Min Z 
and Max Z columns are used to include the input for the minimum and maximum of Z coordinates. 
The minimum and maximum coordinate values divide the layout into rectangular zones. In Figure 
4.13, we can see the specified value of coordinates that create the frequency zone layout shown in 
Figure 4.7.  Figure 4.14 shows the orientation of XYZ 3D coordinates in the simulation. The X 
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coordinate is in the horizontal direction and positive towards the right, the Z coordinate is in the 
vertical direction and negative above the horizontal axis, Y coordinate is positive toward the top 
of the plane. 
 
 Figure 4.13: Layout setup table 
 
Figure 4.14: XYZ coordinates in Simio 
4.3.4.3 SKU Table 
The SKU table is used to account for the inputs required for SKU data. Figure 4.15 shows the 
visual representation of the SKU table used in the simulation model. The table has the information 
about the SKU number, the storage type of SKU, Mix represents the quantity on hand of each 





variable columns to keep track of the number of SKUs available in the warehouse, the selection 
weight-based on-demand rate, type of SKU (fast-moving, moderately fast-moving, and slow-
moving). The last three columns, Initial Inventory, SKU Arrivals, and SKU Demands column, are 
added in the table to keep track of the number of SKU arrived, number of demands generated, and 
initial inventory for statistical analysis. 
 
Figure 4.15: SKU table 
 
4.3.4.4 Rack/Bulk Table 
Rack/Bulk data are included in the model through the Rack/Bulk table for each storage type.  
The Rack table (Figure 4.16) and bulk table (Figure 4.18) are used in the model to auto-create rack 
(Figure 4.17) and bulk (Figure 4.19) storage locations in the model. The table consists of an object 
property column to auto-create the warehouse. 
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The rack and bulk object are created in the model and used as input through the object property 
table to auto-create the storage type in the model. The columns X, Y, and Z are used to provide 
information about the coordinates of the objects to place them in the warehouse facility. The 
storage location column is a node property and includes the input of the storage locations. The 
capacity column represents the capacity of the storage locations. In this system, the capacity of 
racks is assumed 1 deep and 3 high, lane depth of bulk storage is assumed to be the same for all 
layouts of the warehouse. The capacities of the storage type are integer properties and could be 
changed during the experiment. The table also has an input to assign the vehicle to perform the 
storage and retrieval process. The table includes different integer state variable columns to track 
the zone of each storage location, the quantity of SKU allocated at each storage location, SKU 













Figure 18: Bulk table 
 
Figure 4.19: Visual representation of bulk lanes in the simulation model 
 
4.3.4.5 Source Table 
The source table includes the input for source data. Figure 4.20 shows a visual representation 
of the source table. The sources in the models are auto-created through an object table. The model 
consists of four sources, demand source is used to generate the demand in the system, the initial 
source is used to generate the initial number of SKU in the warehouse, arrival source is used to 
generate the unit load in the system, and vehicle source is used to generate the vehicles in the 
system. The vehicle is created as an object in the model and auto-created through the table. The 
table has a process element property column to assign the process explained in Section 4.2. The 
initial source is used to create initial inventories in the warehouse. For the example system, we 
have assumed 398 unit loads on hand which are created when the run is initialized. The interarrival 
time or processing time is provided through expression property to each source. Each source has 
different entities flowing through each of them; in this system, vehicle is used as an entity that 
flows through the vehicle source at the start of the run. The number of vehicles is controlled 
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through the vehicle population column. Column X and Z are used to provide the coordination of 
the sources in the warehouse model. Max arrival column represents the maximum number of 
entities that could flow through each source in the system. 
 
Figure 4.20: Source table 
 
Figure 4.21: Visual representation of sources in the simulation model 
For conducting our experiments, we utilize the following methods to calculate the initial mix 
of products in the warehouse and interarrival times for SKUs at receiving and SKU demand. To 
calculate the demand rate and interarrival times of the material based on the formulas explained in 
section 4.2.1.2, we have made the following assumption. 
 Total number of SKUs in the system = 100. 
 Turns per year - Table 4.1 shows the assumption of turns per year for each type of material 
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Initial Inventory - Table 4.2 specifies the assumption for the initial inventory range of each 
SKU based on storage type 
 Operational period = 250 operational days in a year, 10 hours per day 








Min 5 2 1 
Max 10 4 2 
 
Table 4.2 Initial Inventory 
Initial Inventory 
Storage type Min Max 
Bulk 5 14 
Rack 1 5 
 
The number of turns per year and initial inventory for a different type of SKU for each storage 
method is randomly generated between the values shown in Table 4.2. We assume that the 
interarrival time of the SKUs is uniformly distributed. Based on this, the input for material flow is 
given in the system. 
The average interarrival (IA) time for arrival and demand is obtained from the below formula, 
Average time between arrivals = 1/(∑DR/H*60) minutes 
DR = Demand rate per day 
H = No. of operational hours in a day 
IA = (Average time between arrival +/- 0.2* Time between arrival) 




4.3.4.6 Receiving Table 
Receiving tables are used to the auto-create receiving area in the warehouse model. Figure 4.22 
shows a visual representation of receiving table. In this system receiving area is represented 
through a transfer node, the object is created in the model and used as an input for the object 
property column to auto-create receiving area in the warehouse. As soon as the material arrives at 
the receiving area, the storage process takes place. Hence the table also includes process property 
input given at each receiving area. Each receiving node is assigned a respective vehicle to perform 
the storage of the material.  
 
Figure 4.22: Receiving table 
4.3.4.7 Shipping Table 
The shipping table is used to auto-create the shipping area in the system. The table has an 
object property that generates the shipping area in the system. In the current model, we have used 
three shipping areas in the system. Figure 4.23 shows the visual representation of the shipping 
table. 
 




4.3.4.8 Pickup and Drop-off Network Tables 
Figure 4.24 shows the table that is used to generate the network path for the vehicle. Two 
different tables are used to generate the pickup and drop-off routes within the system. The table 
has a node properties column to provide the input and output node to create the network in the 
system. 
The decision variables represent the configurations of the warehouse, which includes the 
number of rack aisles and bulk lanes in each model. Other than configurations, the model is also 
set up to vary the storage assignment policy and the number of fork trucks used in the system. The 
decision variables are controlled to conduct the experimental designs.  
Once the base model is developed, the simulation experiment is conducted to study the 
configuration and layout analysis of the system. The simulation experiment generates a set of 
performance measures to compare warehouse performance measures. The experiments are 
conducted to identify the best warehouse configurations. 
 
 




To check the system’s compatibility and performance two warehouse model was created in 
simulation. Table 5.1 shows the initial configuration of the warehouses model A and B, the 
experiment was started with initial configurations for both the model and a different set of the 
experiment was run on each model to get the output for various system performance measures 
discussed in section 4.2.5.  
5.1 Warehouse Descriptions 
Warehouse A represents a small warehouse configuration. The warehouse is assumed to have 
100 SKUs. The initial warehouse footprint of this model is 828 square meters and various 
footprints were created to identify the best warehouse configuration (refer to section 5.2). The 
model includes 4 rack lanes, each rack lane has 16 racks which are 3 high, 2 bulk lanes, each lane 
has 16 bulk storages and the depth of each bulk lane is 5. The warehouse is assumed to fill 80% of 
its capacity and has 398 unit loads for initial inventory on hand and the model has a total of 512 
storage locations. 
Warehouse B represents a larger warehouse configuration. The model is assumed to have 1000 
SKUs. The initial warehouse footprint of this model is 10383.8 square meters, and various 
footprints were created to identify the best warehouse configuration (refer to section 5.2). The 
model includes 15 rack lanes; each rack lane has 71 racks which are 3 high, 4 bulk lanes, each lane 
has 71 bulk storage, and the depth of each bulk lane is 5. The warehouse is assumed to fill 80% of 
its capacity at the start and has 4,807 unit loads for initial inventory on hand, and the model has a 
total of 6,035 storage locations. Warehouse B is 10 times larger than warehouse A, and the two 
models are created to analyze the capability and scalability of the simulation framework. 
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No. of SKU 100 1000 
Initial warehouse 
footprint (Sq M.) 
828 10383.8 
Initial no. of  
rack rows 
4 15 
Initial no. of  
bulk rows 
2 4 
No. of racks in  
each row 
16 71 
No. of bulk lanes in 
each lane 
16 71 
Total storage location 512 6035 




The following assumptions were made while building the warehouse model in simulation: 
1. Storage rack size: 1.5m X 1.5m. 
2. Pallet Size: 1.5m X 1.5m X 0.8m. 
3. Rack's capacity:  Three high, and each level of racks holds one pallet. 
4. Bulk Lane: Each bulk lane is one pallet wide and two stacks high. Each row has the 
same depth and is assumed to have constant capacity throughout the experiment. 
5. Aisles: Transportation space is accounted with 4.5-meter-wide aisles between racks 
and bulk lanes. 
The first experiment is carried out to identify the optimum warehouse footprint, with the 
minimum number of materials in the waiting area. The warehouse footprint is dependent on the 
number of rack lanes, number of bulk lanes, number of racks in one lane, number of bulk rows in 
the bulk lane, and depth of the bulk lane. The experiment is conducted by running the model for 
different warehouse layouts, without accounting for any frequency zone in the warehouse. The 
experiment is run to identify the best warehouse layout, that falls within the same percentage range 
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of utilization for warehouse space, bulk storage space, and rack storage space with a minimum 
number of overflow material at bulk and rack storage. 
The second experiment is carried out to identify the optimum frequency zone classification of 
warehouse layout. This experiment aims to obtain a different zone such that the average and 
maximum utilization of each zone for rack or bulk storage type falls within the same range with a 
minimum number of overflow unit load and unit load stored in an alternate zone for each type of 
storage method. 
The third experiment is carried out to identify the number of fork trucks required to execute 
the storage and retrieval process. This experiment aims to identify the number of vehicles, schedule 
utilization of the vehicle, and total distance traveled by vehicles. 
Table 5.2 shows the various set of an experiment conducted with a brief discussion. All the 
experiments were run for 1,000 hours and 30 replications. 




Analysis Type Experimental Description 
1 Configuration Analysis 
Creating different warehouse configurations, measuring 
utilization of overall warehouse space, bulk storage, and rack 
storage 
2 Layout Analysis 
Creating different warehouse layouts based on frequency 
zones, measuring utilization of frequency zone for bulk and 
rack storage 
3 Resource Utilization 
Varying different numbers of vehicles in the system to measure 
vehicle utilization and traveled distance 
 
5.2 Results 
The result of the three sets of an experiment for warehouses A and B is explained in this 
section. The experiments were run on small warehouse and medium-size warehouse models that 
are developed from a simulation framework. The results are discussed along with interpretation. 
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5.2.1 Experiment 1 – Configuration Analysis of warehouse A 
Experiment 1 is conducted to identify the optimum warehouse configuration by varying the 
number of rack lanes, bulk lanes, number of racks, and number of bulks in each lane. Table 5.3 
shows the different configurations created for warehouse A to carry out the experiment. 
Configuration 1, represents the initial configuration of the warehouse, which has 2 bulk lanes, and 
each lane has 16 bulk storages that are 5 deep, 4 lanes of racks and each has 48 rack storages. The 
total number of rack storage and bulk storage are 192 and 320, respectively, which makes 512 total 
storage locations in the warehouse. The performance measures observed through these 
experiments are average and maximum utilization of rack storage, average and maximum 
utilization of bulk storage, number of pallets waiting in overflow for bulk and rack storage type, 
and warehouse footprint of each configuration. Table 5.4 shows the performance measures 
recorded from each scenario. In table 5.3, depth of bulk, the lane is shown in parentheses, the 
capacity of bulk storage is double its depth as the bulk lanes are two stacks high. 
Table 5.3 Details of different warehouse configurations created for warehouse A 
  


















Configuration1 2 4 16 48 192 320 10 (5) 512 
Configuration2 3 5 16 48 240 384 8 (4) 624 
Configuration3 3 5 21 63 315 252 4 (2) 567 
Configuration4 2 5 21 63 315 252 6 (3) 567 
Configuration5 2 5 22 66 330 264 6 (3) 594 
Configuration6 3 5 22 66 330 264 4 (2) 594 



























Configuration1 9.8 93.1 828.0 97.40% 100.00% 46.88% 62.19% 
Configuration2 0 6.5 1044 89.58% 95.83% 47.66% 52.86% 
Configuration3 7.9 0 1086.5 63.81% 69.21% 75.79% 83.73% 
Configuration4 30 0 945.0 63.49% 68.57% 70.24% 81.35% 
Configuration5 17.6 0 990 61.21% 69.09% 69.70% 79.17% 
Configuration6 3.16 0 1138.5 60.61% 65.76% 74.24% 81.44% 
Configuration7 0 0 1228.5 64.13% 69.84% 52.12% 57.14% 
 
As we can see in the table, 7 different configurations of the warehouse were created. The 
finding of this experiment is to identify the best warehouse footprint. The other important finding 
through this experiment is the relation between warehouse footprint and the number of materials 
at overflow destination. The company has to make a trade-off between warehouse footprint, 
storage space utilization, and the number of materials staged in the waiting area. The company can 
choose a larger warehouse footprint if they don’t want any material in the waiting area. However, 
a larger warehouse footprint with no material in the waiting area may not provide higher utilization 
of the storage space. Likewise, the company can decide to go ahead with a small warehouse 
footprint if they desire higher space utilization of the warehouse. However, a small warehouse 
footprint may result in a higher number of materials in the waiting area. 
For example, configuration 1 has the smallest warehouse footprint compared to other 
configurations. The smaller the warehouse footprint, the lesser will be the overall warehouse cost. 
The maximum utilization of rack and bulk storage is 100% and 62.19%, respectively, but the 
overflow instances for the rack and bulk storage are 93.1 and 9.8, respectively. Even though 
maximum bulk utilization is 62.19%, the number of bulk lanes in the warehouse is not enough to 
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store bulk unit loads, and the bulk lanes are too deep. Rack storage has the highest possible 
utilization but results in a higher number of materials at overflow destinations which affects the 
warehouse space efficiency. Hence, we can say that configuration 1 is not feasible and does not 
provide an optimum warehouse footprint to improve warehouse space utilization. 
On the other hand, configuration 7 has the largest warehouse footprint compared to other 
configurations. The configuration does not have any overflow instances and accommodates all the 
materials at their designated storage locations. However, the maximum utilization of rack and bulk 
storage is 69.84% and 57.14%, which clarifies that the warehouse spaces are not used effectively. 
Hence, we can say that configuration 7 is a comparatively large warehouse footprint and is not a 
feasible warehouse footprint. 
The remaining configurations provide a feasible warehouse footprint and the minimum number 
of overflow instances. The trade-off while deciding the best warehouse footprint depends on the 
maximum utilization of storage methods and overflow instances. A larger warehouse footprint 
provides the minimum number of overflow instances for the rack and bulk storage, however, it 
results in lower space utilization of storage. On the other hand, a smaller warehouse footprint 
results in higher space utilization but also results in higher overflow instances. The desired 
warehouse configuration is the one that provides the uniform space utilization across the rack and 
bulk storage results in a lower number of overflow instances and has an optimum warehouse 
footprint.  
As we can see in table 5.4, configuration 4 and configuration 5 have a comparatively small 
warehouse footprint than configuration 2, configuration 3, and configuration 6. The overflow 
instances of configuration 4 and configuration 5 are higher but result in similar space utilization 
compared to other configurations. Configuration 6 has the second-largest warehouse footprint, 
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resulting in a lower number of overflow instances, but the space utilization of rack and bulk storage 
are lowest compared to other configurations.  
Comparing configuration 2 and configuration 3, configuration 2 has higher utilization of rack 
storage and results in few numbers of overflow, however, the bulk storage utilization is lowest 
compared to other configurations. Out of all the configurations, configuration 3 has the minimum 
number of overflow instances for bulk storage, no overflow instances for rack storage, higher space 
utilization of rack and bulk storage compared to all other configurations. Hence, our 
recommendation for the best configuration for warehouse A would be configuration 3. The 
warehouse footprint of configuration 3 is 1086.5 square meters, it has 5 lanes of racks, and 3 bulk 
lanes which are 2 deep and 2 stacks high. 
 
Figure 5.1: Visual representation of simulation model for configuration 3 of warehouse A 
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5.2.2 Experiment 2 – Layout Analysis of Warehouse A 
The aim of experiment 2 is to identify the best frequency zone classification of the layout. The 
layout should be classified into different zones such that the utilization of each frequency zone is 
maximum. The other important performance measure in this experiment is the number of unit 
loads stored in the alternate zone. The warehouse layout should result in a minimum number of 
materials stored in an alternate zone and sent to an overflow destination for better space utilization 
of each frequency zone created in the warehouse configuration. The experiment was carried out 
for the best configuration of the warehouse obtain from experiment 1 analysis. 
Four different warehouse layouts were created for recommended configuration of warehouse 
A in section 5.2.1. These layouts were created by varying the system input in the layout setup 
table. The SKUs were classified into three zones based on their demand rate. For warehouse A, 27 
SKUs are stored in bulk storage and 73 SKUs are stored in rack storage. Likewise, for warehouse 
B, we have assumed a total of 1000 SKU, out of which 275 SKUs are stored in bulk storage and 
725 SKUs are stored in rack storage. For each type of storage method, we assume that 50% of 
SKUs are stored in a fast-moving zone, 35% of SKUs are stored in a moderately fast-moving zone 
and 15% of SKUs are stored in the slow-moving zone. Depending on this classification, the 
minimum and maximum demand rates were identified for different zones for both storage 
methods. Table 5.5 shows a visual representation of the SKU classification table, SKU 
classification was kept constant across all layouts. 
















1 0.048 100 0.156 100 
2 0.008 0.048 0.056 0.156 
3 0 0.008 0 0.056 
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5.2.2.1 Layout description 
Table 5.6 shows the distribution of storage location for each frequency zone for the rack and 
bulk storage for all the layouts created for warehouse A. In layout 1, for rack and bulk storage, 
57.14% of storage locations are allocated to zone A, 33.33% of storage locations are allocated to 
zone B and 9.53% of storage locations are allocated to zone C.  
In layout 2, 57.14% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 28.57% of rack storage 
is allocated to frequency zone B and 14.29% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. 
Likewise, 55.55% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone A, 31.74% of bulk storage are 
allocated to frequency zone B and 12.71% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone C. 
For layout 3, the frequency zone allocation of rack storage is the same as layout 2. For bulk 
storage, 52.38% of storage locations are allocated to frequency zone A, 34.92% of storage 
locations are allocated to frequency zone B and 12.70% of storage locations are allocated to 
frequency zone C. 
For layout 4, 52.38% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 28.57% of rack storage 
is allocated to frequency zone B and 19.05% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. 
Likewise, 52.38% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone A, 33.33% of bulk storage are 
allocated to frequency zone B and 14.9% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone C. 
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 represent the performance measures recorded for average and maximum 






Table 5.6 Percent of rack and bulk storage locations allocated to the A, B, and C frequency zones 
for each layout configuration  
 
Storage 
Type Rack Bulk 
Zone A B C A B C 
Layout 1 57.14 33.33 9.53 57.14 33.33 9.53 
Layout 2 57.14 28.57 14.29 55.55 31.74 12.71 
Layout 3 57.14 28.57 14.29 52.38 34.92 12.70 
Layout 4 52.38 28.57 19.05 52.38 33.33 14.29 
 














Layout 1 70% 84% 78% 88% 91% 94% 
Layout 2 73% 85% 82% 91% 71% 80% 
Layout 3 76% 90% 75% 86% 71% 80% 
Layout 4 76% 89% 79% 90% 64% 72% 
 














Layout 1 69% 76% 53% 62% 69% 77% 
Layout 2 70% 78% 60% 71% 46% 53% 
Layout 3 70% 77% 62% 72% 45% 52% 
Layout 4 76% 85% 62% 72% 34% 40% 
 
5.2.2.2 Layout Analysis - Result 
Figure 5.1 and figure 5.2 shows the analysis interpretation for rack storage for frequency zone 
A, B, and C respectively. The analysis is done for all the layouts discussed in section 5.2.2.5 and 
it’s based on average and maximum space utilization of frequency zones. From the average and 
maximum space utilization analysis, we can see that layout 4 has the highest space utilization of 
frequency zone A and frequency zone B compared to other warehouse layouts. Also, the utilization 
of frequency zone C is lowest in the case of layout 4. The objective of the distribution of frequency 
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zone is to avoid empty storage locations in zone A and zone B and achieve higher utilization of 
these two zones to avoid passing by empty storage areas while performing the storage process. 
The model has a provision of flexible storage of material, that is the SKU assigned to zone A can 
be stored in zone B and zone C, similarly, the SKU assigned to zone B can be stored in zone C. 
This flexible storage reduces the chances of overflow, at the same time improves warehouse 
efficiency. 
Figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 shows the analysis interpretation for bulk storage for frequency zone 
A, B, and C respectively. From the layout analysis, we can observe that the frequency zone 
utilization of zone A and zone B for layout 3 and layout 4 look similar, however, the utilization of 
zone c is lowest for layout 4. The lower utilization of zone C indicates that a larger number of 
storage locations are empty in zone C compared to zone A and zone B. The lower utilization of 
zone C is recommended as the empty lanes are at the end of the warehouse footprint and can be 
utilized when zone A and zone B are utilized completely. 
 
Figure 5.2: Average space utilization for rack storage method 
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Figure 5.3: Maximum space utilization for rack storage method 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Average space utilization of bulk storage method 
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Figure 5.5: Maximum space utilization of bulk storage method 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Analysis of unit loads stored in alternate zone vs overflow 
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The other important parameters to be considered in layout analysis is the number of materials 
stored in alternate zone and number of materials at overflow destination. Figure 5.6 shows the 
analysis interpretation for the number of materials at the overflow destination and the number of 
materials stored in alternate zones. The recommended warehouse layout is the one that results in 
higher space utilization of zone A and zone B, a lower number of overflow, and material stored in 
the alternate zone. From the analysis, we can see that the layout 3 and layout 4 has the similar 
number of observations for the number of materials stored in alternate zone and overflow. Hence, 
the trade-off between frequency zone utilization, number of unit load at overflow destination, and 
number of unit loads stored in the alternate zone have to be done while making a decision regarding 
frequency zone allocation. The best warehouse layout should have the higher space utilization of 
frequency zone A and B, lower space utilization of frequency zone C, at the same time it should 
not have a higher number of materials stored in the alternate zone and a higher number of materials 
stored in overflow destination. The higher number of materials stored in alternate zone affects the 
warehouse storage efficiency which is not desirable. Hence, considering this trade-off for this 
analysis, layout 4 results in the best warehouse layout as it provides higher space utilization of 
frequency zones, has the minimum number of materials stored in an alternate zone, and materials 
stored in overflow destination. 
5.2.3 Experiment 3 – Vehicle utilization of Warehouse A 
The aim of experiment 3 is to identify the number of vehicles required to perform the storage 
and retrieval process, for the recommended warehouse configuration. The number of vehicles will 
be identified based on the utilization of the vehicle. 
The experiment was run for three different scenarios, 30 replications were in each scenario and 
the number of vehicles was changed in each scenario`. The range of the number of vehicles was 
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kept from 1 to 3 for warehouse A. Table 5.9 shows the experiment result observed for the small 
warehouse model. 
From the result table of warehouse A, it can be observed that 3 vehicles in the system provide 
minimum vehicle utilization and 1 vehicle in the system provides maximum vehicle utilization. 
The distance traveled by all vehicles is the same as the number of storage and retrieval are the 
same. Scenario 2 provides uniform utilization of the vehicles. Hence, two vehicles are 
recommended to perform the storage and retrieval process for warehouse A. 







Scenario 1 3 31.50% 593.122 
Scenario 2 2 47.25% 593.047 
Scenario 3 1 72.97% 588.006 
 
5.2.4 Experiment 1 – Configuration Analysis of Warehouse B 
A similar process of the experiment was conducted for warehouse B. We have narrowed down 
the results, and table 5.10 provides the set of feasible warehouse configurations and table 5.11 
provides the performance measure observation for these configurations. 





















Configuration1 4 15 71 10 (5) 213 3195 2840 6035 
Configuration2 4 15 71 12 (6) 213 3195 3408 6603 
Configuration3 5 15 71 10 (5) 213 3195 3550 6745 
Configuration4 5 15 71 12 (6) 213 3195 4260 7455 
Configuration5 6 15 71 8 (4) 213 3195 3408 6603 
Configuration6 6 15 71 10 (5) 213 3195 4260 7455 
Configuration7 6 15 73 8 (4) 219 3285 3504 6789 
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Configuration1 894.33 0 10383.8 71.82% 63.55% 73.98% 79.78% 
Configuration2 586.86 0 11022.8 72.38% 60.55% 75.14% 71.40% 
Configuration3 214.4 0 11182.5 72.67% 65.29% 76.30% 71.77% 
Configuration4 0 0 11981.3 73.13% 58.03% 77.06% 60.93% 
Configuration5 104.433 0 11502.0 72.87% 70.17% 76.62% 75.19% 
Configuration6 0 0 12460.0 73.41% 57.85% 77.46% 60.90% 
Configuration7 35.56 0 11826.0 71.15% 69.64% 74.82% 73.69% 
 
From table 5.11, we can say that the performance measures observed from configuration 1, 
configuration 2, and configuration 3 are not desirable as they result in a very high number of 
overflow instances for bulk storage. Hence, these configurations cannot be recommended as the 
best configurations. 
Configuration 4 and configuration 6 result in no overflow instances for bulk and rack storage, 
however the space utilization of bulk storage is lowest compared to other configurations. This 
indicates that the bulk lanes are too deep or more than required. In addition to this, these two 
configurations have larger warehouse footprints. Hence, configuration 4 and configuration 6 
cannot be considered the best configuration for warehouse model B. 
Comparing configuration 5 and configuration 7, configuration 5 provides higher space 
utilization of rack and bulk storage, however, results in a higher number of bulk overflow instances 
compared to configuration 7. Hence, for warehouse model B, configuration 7 is the best-
recommended warehouse configuration. The warehouse footprint of configuration 7 is 11826 





Figure 5.7: Visual representation of simulation model for configuration 3 of warehouse B 
5.2.5 Experiment 2 – Layout Analysis of Warehouse B 
Five different layouts of warehouse B were created. Table 5.12 shows the distribution of 
storage location for each frequency zone for the rack and bulk storage for all the layouts created 
for warehouse A. In layout 1, for rack and bulk storage, 50% of storage locations are allocated to 
zone A, 35% of storage locations are allocated to zone B and 15% of storage locations are allocated 
to zone C.  
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In layout 2, 65% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 30% of rack storage is 
allocated to frequency zone B and 5% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. Likewise, 
54.9% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone A, 32.8% of bulk storage are allocated to 
frequency zone B and 12.3% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone C. 
For layout 3, 65% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 32% of rack storage is 
allocated to frequency zone B and 3% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. For bulk 
storage, 56.2% of storage locations are allocated to frequency zone A, 32.85% of storage locations 
are allocated to frequency zone B and 10.95% of storage locations are allocated to zone C. 
For layout 4, 65% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 30% of rack storage is 
allocated to frequency zone B and 5% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. Likewise, 
57.6% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone A, 32.8% of bulk storage are allocated to 
frequency zone B and 9.6% of bulk storage are allocated to frequency zone C. 
For layout 5, 65% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 25.5% of rack storage is 
allocated to frequency zone B and 9.5% of rack storage is allocated to frequency zone c. Likewise, 
50% of bulk storage is allocated to frequency zone A, 35% of bulk storage is allocated to frequency 
zone B and 15% of bulk storage is allocated to frequency zone C. 
Tables 5.13 and 5.14 represent the performance measures recorded for average and maximum 







Table 5.12 Percent of rack and bulk storage locations allocated to the A, B, and C frequency zones 
for each layout configuration  
 
Storage 
Type Rack Bulk 
Zone A B C A B C 
Layout 1 50 35 15 50 35 15 
Layout 2 65 30 5 54.9 32.8 12.3 
Layout 3 65 32 3 56.2 32.85 10.95 
Layout 4 65 30 5 57.6 32.8 9.6 
Layout 5 65 25.5 9.5 50 35 15 
 














Layout 1 79% 85% 68% 71% 44% 47% 
Layout 2 73% 79% 70% 74% 54% 57% 
Layout 3 70% 75% 69% 73% 67% 71% 
Layout 4 71% 77% 70% 73% 60% 64% 
Layout 5 79% 85% 68% 71% 44% 47% 
 














Layout 1 100% 11% 55% 59% 80% 87% 
Layout 2 76% 82% 58% 62% 73% 80% 
Layout 3 78% 82% 58% 62% 69% 75% 
Layout 4 78% 82% 58% 62% 70% 76% 
Layout 5 79% 83% 63% 74% 44% 48% 
 
A similar process of layout analysis was carried out for warehouse B. Figure 5.8 and figure 5.9 
show the visual representation of frequency zone analysis of rack storage. As we can see from the 
chart, layout 1 and layout 5 provides the higher space utilization in frequency zone A and B, and 
lowest space utilization in frequency zone C.  
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Figure 5.8: Average space utilization of rack storage method 
Likewise, figure 5.10 and 5.11 shows the visual representation of frequency zone analysis of 
bulk storage. From the analysis, we can see that layout 5 has the highest space utilization for 
frequency zone A and zone B, also the lowest space utilization for frequency zone c for bulk 
storage. 
Figure 5.12 shows the analysis of the number of materials stored in the alternate zone versus 
the number of materials stored at the overflow destination for all the layouts. Though layout 3 and 
layout 4 provide the minimum number of materials stored in the alternate zone, it results in a higher 
number of materials stored at the overflow destination. The frequency zone layout aims to use the 
frequency zone as much as possible and have the minimum number of materials at the overflow 
destination. Hence considering the trade-off discussed in section 5.2.2.2.6, layout 5 appears to be 
the best layout for warehouse B. It provides the highest utilization in zone A and zone B, the lowest 




Figure 5.9: Maximum space utilization of rack storage method 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Average space utilization of bulk storage method 
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Figure 5.11: space utilization of bulk storage method 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Analysis of unit loads stored in alternate zone vs. overflow 
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5.2.6 Experiment 3 – Vehicle utilization 
The aim of experiment 3 is to identify the number of vehicles required to perform the storage 
and retrieval process, for the selected warehouse configuration. The number of vehicles will be 
identified based on the utilization of the vehicle. 
The experiment was run for three different scenarios, in each scenario, the number of vehicles 
was changed. The range of the number of vehicles was kept from 10 to 8 for warehouse B. Table 
5.22 shows the experiment results observed for the small warehouse model. 







Scenario 1 10 36.18% 20897.0 
Scenario 2 8 45.23% 20895.3 
Scenario 3 6 60.51% 20854.0 
 
From the result table of warehouse B, it can be observed that 10 vehicles in the system provide 
minimum vehicle utilization, and 6 vehicles in the system provide maximum vehicle utilization. 
The distance traveled by 6 vehicles is less than the rest of the number of vehicles. Eight vehicles 
in the system provide slightly higher utilization compared to ten vehicles and the total traveled 
distance is the same. Hence, eight vehicles are recommended to perform the storage and retrieval 
process for the medium warehouse model. 
5.3 Recommendation 
The recommendation from configuration analysis is that as the warehouse footprint increased 
to accommodate all the materials in the warehouse and to achieve no material at overflow 
destination, the utilization of the warehouse decreases. The trade-off is between warehouse 
footprint, warehouse utilization, and the number of materials at overflow destination. Small 
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warehouse footprint provides overall higher warehouse utilization, however, results in a higher 
number of materials at overflow destination and variable space utilization for bulk and rack 
storage. Hence the recommended warehouse footprint would have more uniform utilization across 
bulk storage, rack storage, and the minimum number of materials at the waiting area. 
The recommendation from layout analysis is that the warehouse layout should be classified in 
three different frequency zones such that, the utilization of the frequency zone A, zone B has the 
highest utilization, and utilization of zone C is minimum such that the empty storage locations in 
zone C can be utilized when zone A and zone B are completely utilized. In addition to this, the 
warehouse layout should result in a reasonable number of materials stored in an alternate zone and 
the minimum number of materials at the overflow destination.  
The simulation framework and the experiments were conducted to identify the best warehouse 
configuration to improve the warehouse utilization, however, the simulation framework has some 
limitations. The framework does not include the time to charge the vehicle; till the time vehicle is 
being charged, the vehicles will not be able to perform the storage and retrieval process. The idle 
time of the vehicle may increase the number of materials waiting at receiving area to be stored or 
retrieved from the storage location and may impact the utilization of the resources. Lastly, the 
materials which are not able to find any storage location in the warehouse and observed at overflow 
destination are destroyed from the model. The model may have a provision to store the material 




6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The warehouse simulation framework provides a data-driven and scalable operational 
warehouse model. The simulation framework provides a method to create the warehouse model 
with the use of generalizing concepts, thus avoiding the need to develop the warehouse model 
from scratch. The framework is designed such that it can create small as well as large warehouse 
models with the help of providing and controlling system input through various data tables. The 
framework is flexible enough to make the changes in the number of storage locations, number of 
SKUs, assignment of SKUs in either bulk or rack storage, number of vehicles through the data 
table without impacting the model logic.   
This thesis shows that the simulation methodology effectively evaluates different warehouse 
configurations and enables companies to identify the appropriate mix of racks and bulk storage 
locations to utilize the warehouse space effectively. Further, the simulation methodology is a data-
driven modeling approach and is capable of evaluating different configurations of the warehouse 
to study the trade-off parameters like the number of bulk storage lanes, rack storage, frequency 
zone classification, and required warehouse footprints. Lastly, this study proves that the proposed 
simulation methodology is feasible. 
While the simulation framework provides the best warehouse configuration to have the mixed 
storage method, there are future opportunities to enable the simulation framework to capture 
additional performance measures to identify the warehouse configurations. Currently, the 
framework assumes that all the bulk lanes in the warehouse configurations have the same lane 
depth, however, in the future, an experiment can be designed to analyze the different warehouse 
configurations assuming the different depth of the bulk lanes. Secondly, in the current model, the 
experiment is designed to get the overall bulk utilization, in the future the experiment can be 
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designed to get the statistics on the distribution of each bulk lane. Thirdly, in the storage and 
retrieval process the system always searches the material in an alternate zone, irrespective of 
material is available in the alternate zone or not available in the alternate zone. The process should 
be modified, and the variable should be added to track if the SKU is stored in alternate zones. 
Lastly, the experiment can be conducted based on the storage type of the SKU for example, in the 
current model we have assumed a constant number of SKU for bulk storage and rack storage for 
all the warehouse layout, however, in the future, this input can be varied to identify the warehouse 
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APPENDIX: SIMULATION INPUT REFERENCE GUIDE 
The simulation warehouse model consists of different objects in it, these objects are used as an 
input to various data tables to create an operation warehouse model. The different objects are listed 
below: 
Rack and bulk storage objects: 
                                        











     
Figure A.2: Properties of the vehicle object 
Source object:      
 




                   
Figure A.4: Properties of receiving object 
Sink object: 
                    
Figure A.5: Properties of sink object 
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The objects are used as an input for the data tables in the model to create a warehouse model. 
Figure A.6 shows the visual representation of all the data tables used in a simulation model. This 
section represents the various data tables provided in warehouse A, configuration 3. 
Figure A.6: Data tables used in warehouse model 
A1 SKU Classification Table 
The SKU classification table is used in the model to classify the SKUs in three different zones. 
The zones fast-moving, moderately fast-moving and slow-moving SKU. The fast-moving zone is 
represented as 1, the moderately fast-moving zone is represented as 2 and the slow-moving zone 
is represented as 3. The SKU having a demand rate from 0.04 and below 100 will be classified as 
a fast-moving SKU. 















1 0.04 100 0.16 100 
2 0.016 0.04 0.064 0.16 
3 0 0.016 0 0.064 
 
A2 Layout Setup Table 
The layout setup table is used to classify the layout into three different frequency zones. These 
three frequency zones are zone A, fast-moving zone, zone B, moderately fast-moving zone, and 
zone C slow moving zone. Zone A is represented as 1, zone B is represented as 2, and zone c is 
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represented as 3. The X coordinate for frequency zone A is between 0 to 125. For example, if the 
X coordinate of storage location is 124, it will be classified in frequency zone A. Similarly, for Z 
coordinates, the frequency zone A is classified between -95 and 5. 
Table A.2: Layout setup table for configuration 3 of warehouse A 
Zone Min X Max X Min Z Max Z 
1 0 125 -95 5 
2 125 185 -95 5 
3 185 215 -95 5 
1 0 115 -185 -95 
2 115 185 -185 -95 
3 185 215 -185 -95 
1 0 115 5 150 
2 115 195 5 150 
3 195 215 5 150 
 
A3 Source Table 
The sources table is an object property table. The objects My Source is created in the model 
and used to create all the sources in the warehouse model. The object is used in the model to create 
arrival source, initial source, demand source, and vehicle source to create unit loads, vehicle and 
demand entity in the model. The source object is used in this table to create the various sources in 
the model. 






















































A4 Rack Table 
The rack table is used in the model to create the rack storage locations in the model. The rack 
object is used in the rack column, which is an object property column. The table shown here is 
used to create a storage location for warehouse A, configuration 3. The table also includes the state 
variable property columns zone, allocated, SKU, quantity, available. These columns are used for 
statistical analysis of the simulation model and do not require any input to initialize the warehouse 
operations. 










Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack1 5 0 -5 Input@Rack1 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack2 5 15 -5 Input@Rack2 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack3 5 30 -5 Input@Rack3 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack4 15 0 -5 Input@Rack4 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack5 15 15 -5 Input@Rack5 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack6 15 30 -5 Input@Rack6 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack7 25 0 -5 Input@Rack7 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack8 25 15 -5 Input@Rack8 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack9 25 30 -5 Input@Rack9 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack10 35 0 -5 Input@Rack10 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack11 35 15 -5 Input@Rack11 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack12 35 30 -5 Input@Rack12 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack13 45 0 -5 Input@Rack13 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack14 45 15 -5 Input@Rack14 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack15 45 30 -5 Input@Rack15 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack16 55 0 -5 Input@Rack16 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack17 55 15 -5 Input@Rack17 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack18 55 30 -5 Input@Rack18 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack19 65 0 -5 Input@Rack19 Rack MyVehicle1 












Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack21 65 30 -5 Input@Rack21 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack22 75 0 -5 Input@Rack22 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack23 75 15 -5 Input@Rack23 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack24 75 30 -5 Input@Rack24 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack25 85 0 -5 Input@Rack25 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack26 85 15 -5 Input@Rack26 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack27 85 30 -5 Input@Rack27 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack28 95 0 -5 Input@Rack28 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack29 95 15 -5 Input@Rack29 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack30 95 30 -5 Input@Rack30 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack31 105 0 -5 Input@Rack31 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack32 105 15 -5 Input@Rack32 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack33 105 30 -5 Input@Rack33 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack34 115 0 -5 Input@Rack34 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack35 115 15 -5 Input@Rack35 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack36 115 30 -5 Input@Rack36 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack37 125 0 -5 Input@Rack37 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack38 125 15 -5 Input@Rack38 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack39 125 30 -5 Input@Rack39 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack40 135 0 -5 Input@Rack40 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack41 135 15 -5 Input@Rack41 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack42 135 30 -5 Input@Rack42 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack43 145 0 -5 Input@Rack43 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack44 145 15 -5 Input@Rack44 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack45 145 30 -5 Input@Rack45 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack46 155 0 -5 Input@Rack46 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack47 155 15 -5 Input@Rack47 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack48 155 30 -5 Input@Rack48 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack49 5 0 -45 Input@Rack49 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack50 5 15 -45 Input@Rack50 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack51 5 30 -45 Input@Rack51 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack52 15 0 -45 Input@Rack52 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack53 15 15 -45 Input@Rack53 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack54 15 30 -45 Input@Rack54 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack55 25 0 -45 Input@Rack55 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack56 25 15 -45 Input@Rack56 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack57 25 30 -45 Input@Rack57 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack58 35 0 -45 Input@Rack58 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack59 35 15 -45 Input@Rack59 Rack MyVehicle1 












Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack61 45 0 -45 Input@Rack61 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack62 45 15 -45 Input@Rack62 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack63 45 30 -45 Input@Rack63 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack64 55 0 -45 Input@Rack64 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack65 55 15 -45 Input@Rack65 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack66 55 30 -45 Input@Rack66 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack67 65 0 -45 Input@Rack67 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack68 65 15 -45 Input@Rack68 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack69 65 30 -45 Input@Rack69 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack70 75 0 -45 Input@Rack70 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack71 75 15 -45 Input@Rack71 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack72 75 30 -45 Input@Rack72 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack73 85 0 -45 Input@Rack73 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack74 85 15 -45 Input@Rack74 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack75 85 30 -45 Input@Rack75 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack76 95 0 -45 Input@Rack76 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack77 95 15 -45 Input@Rack77 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack78 95 30 -45 Input@Rack78 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack79 105 0 -45 Input@Rack79 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack80 105 15 -45 Input@Rack80 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack81 105 30 -45 Input@Rack81 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack82 115 0 -45 Input@Rack82 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack83 115 15 -45 Input@Rack83 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack84 115 30 -45 Input@Rack84 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack85 125 0 -45 Input@Rack85 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack86 125 15 -45 Input@Rack86 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack87 125 30 -45 Input@Rack87 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack88 135 0 -45 Input@Rack88 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack89 135 15 -45 Input@Rack89 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack90 135 30 -45 Input@Rack90 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack91 145 0 -45 Input@Rack91 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack92 145 15 -45 Input@Rack92 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack93 145 30 -45 Input@Rack93 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack94 155 0 -45 Input@Rack94 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack95 155 15 -45 Input@Rack95 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack96 155 30 -45 Input@Rack96 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack97 5 0 -55 Input@Rack97 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack98 5 15 -55 Input@Rack98 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack99 5 30 -55 Input@Rack99 Rack MyVehicle1 








Rack Y Rack Z Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack101 15 15 -55 Input@Rack101 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack102 15 30 -55 Input@Rack102 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack103 25 0 -55 Input@Rack103 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack104 25 15 -55 Input@Rack104 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack105 25 30 -55 Input@Rack105 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack106 35 0 -55 Input@Rack106 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack107 35 15 -55 Input@Rack107 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack108 35 30 -55 Input@Rack108 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack109 45 0 -55 Input@Rack109 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack110 45 15 -55 Input@Rack110 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack111 45 30 -55 Input@Rack111 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack112 55 0 -55 Input@Rack112 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack113 55 15 -55 Input@Rack113 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack114 55 30 -55 Input@Rack114 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack115 65 0 -55 Input@Rack115 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack116 65 15 -55 Input@Rack116 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack117 65 30 -55 Input@Rack117 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack118 75 0 -55 Input@Rack118 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack119 75 15 -55 Input@Rack119 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack120 75 30 -55 Input@Rack120 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack121 85 0 -55 Input@Rack121 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack122 85 15 -55 Input@Rack122 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack123 85 30 -55 Input@Rack123 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack124 95 0 -55 Input@Rack124 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack125 95 15 -55 Input@Rack125 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack126 95 30 -55 Input@Rack126 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack127 105 0 -55 Input@Rack127 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack128 105 15 -55 Input@Rack128 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack129 105 30 -55 Input@Rack129 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack130 115 0 -55 Input@Rack130 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack131 115 15 -55 Input@Rack131 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack132 115 30 -55 Input@Rack132 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack133 125 0 -55 Input@Rack133 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack134 125 15 -55 Input@Rack134 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack135 125 30 -55 Input@Rack135 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack136 135 0 -55 Input@Rack136 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack137 135 15 -55 Input@Rack137 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack138 135 30 -55 Input@Rack138 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack139 145 0 -55 Input@Rack139 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack140 145 15 -55 Input@Rack140 Rack MyVehicle1 
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Rack Rack Name Rack X Rack Y Rack Z Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack141 145 30 -55 Input@Rack141 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack142 155 0 -55 Input@Rack142 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack143 155 15 -55 Input@Rack143 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack144 155 30 -55 Input@Rack144 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack145 5 0 -95 Input@Rack145 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack146 5 15 -95 Input@Rack146 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack147 5 30 -95 Input@Rack147 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack148 15 0 -95 Input@Rack148 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack149 15 15 -95 Input@Rack149 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack150 15 30 -95 Input@Rack150 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack151 25 0 -95 Input@Rack151 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack152 25 15 -95 Input@Rack152 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack153 25 30 -95 Input@Rack153 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack154 35 0 -95 Input@Rack154 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack155 35 15 -95 Input@Rack155 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack156 35 30 -95 Input@Rack156 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack157 45 0 -95 Input@Rack157 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack158 45 15 -95 Input@Rack158 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack159 45 30 -95 Input@Rack159 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack160 55 0 -95 Input@Rack160 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack161 55 15 -95 Input@Rack161 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack162 55 30 -95 Input@Rack162 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack163 65 0 -95 Input@Rack163 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack164 65 15 -95 Input@Rack164 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack165 65 30 -95 Input@Rack165 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack166 75 0 -95 Input@Rack166 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack167 75 15 -95 Input@Rack167 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack168 75 30 -95 Input@Rack168 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack169 85 0 -95 Input@Rack169 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack170 85 15 -95 Input@Rack170 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack171 85 30 -95 Input@Rack171 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack172 95 0 -95 Input@Rack172 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack173 95 15 -95 Input@Rack173 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack174 95 30 -95 Input@Rack174 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack175 105 0 -95 Input@Rack175 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack176 105 15 -95 Input@Rack176 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack177 105 30 -95 Input@Rack177 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack178 115 0 -95 Input@Rack178 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack179 115 15 -95 Input@Rack179 Rack MyVehicle1 












Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack181 125 0 -95 Input@Rack181 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack182 125 15 -95 Input@Rack182 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack183 125 30 -95 Input@Rack183 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack184 135 0 -95 Input@Rack184 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack185 135 15 -95 Input@Rack185 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack186 135 30 -95 Input@Rack186 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack187 145 0 -95 Input@Rack187 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack188 145 15 -95 Input@Rack188 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack189 145 30 -95 Input@Rack189 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack190 155 0 -95 Input@Rack190 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack191 155 15 -95 Input@Rack191 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack192 155 30 -95 Input@Rack192 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack193 5 0 5 Input@Rack193 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack194 5 15 5 Input@Rack194 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack195 5 30 5 Input@Rack195 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack196 15 0 5 Input@Rack196 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack197 15 15 5 Input@Rack197 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack198 15 30 5 Input@Rack198 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack199 25 0 5 Input@Rack199 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack200 25 15 5 Input@Rack200 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack201 25 30 5 Input@Rack201 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack202 35 0 5 Input@Rack202 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack203 35 15 5 Input@Rack203 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack204 35 30 5 Input@Rack204 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack205 45 0 5 Input@Rack205 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack206 45 15 5 Input@Rack206 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack207 45 30 5 Input@Rack207 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack208 55 0 5 Input@Rack208 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack209 55 15 5 Input@Rack209 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack210 55 30 5 Input@Rack210 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack211 65 0 5 Input@Rack211 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack212 65 15 5 Input@Rack212 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack213 65 30 5 Input@Rack213 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack214 75 0 5 Input@Rack214 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack215 75 15 5 Input@Rack215 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack216 75 30 5 Input@Rack216 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack217 85 0 5 Input@Rack217 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack218 85 15 5 Input@Rack218 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack219 85 30 5 Input@Rack219 Rack MyVehicle1 












Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack221 95 15 5 Input@Rack221 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack222 95 30 5 Input@Rack222 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack223 105 0 5 Input@Rack223 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack224 105 15 5 Input@Rack224 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack225 105 30 5 Input@Rack225 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack226 115 0 5 Input@Rack226 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack227 115 15 5 Input@Rack227 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack228 115 30 5 Input@Rack228 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack229 125 0 5 Input@Rack229 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack230 125 15 5 Input@Rack230 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack231 125 30 5 Input@Rack231 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack232 135 0 5 Input@Rack232 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack233 135 15 5 Input@Rack233 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack234 135 30 5 Input@Rack234 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack235 145 0 5 Input@Rack235 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack236 145 15 5 Input@Rack236 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack237 145 30 5 Input@Rack237 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack238 155 0 5 Input@Rack238 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack239 155 15 5 Input@Rack239 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack240 155 30 5 Input@Rack240 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack241 165 0 -5 Input@Rack241 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack242 165 15 -5 Input@Rack242 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack243 165 30 -5 Input@Rack243 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack244 175 0 -5 Input@Rack244 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack245 175 15 -5 Input@Rack245 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack246 175 30 -5 Input@Rack246 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack247 185 0 -5 Input@Rack247 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack248 185 15 -5 Input@Rack248 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack249 185 30 -5 Input@Rack249 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack250 195 0 -5 Input@Rack250 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack251 195 15 -5 Input@Rack251 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack252 195 30 -5 Input@Rack252 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack253 205 0 -5 Input@Rack253 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack254 205 15 -5 Input@Rack254 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack255 205 30 -5 Input@Rack255 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack256 165 0 -45 Input@Rack256 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack257 165 15 -45 Input@Rack257 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack258 165 30 -45 Input@Rack258 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack259 175 0 -45 Input@Rack259 Rack MyVehicle1 












Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack261 175 30 -45 Input@Rack261 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack262 185 0 -45 Input@Rack262 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack263 185 15 -45 Input@Rack263 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack264 185 30 -45 Input@Rack264 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack265 195 0 -45 Input@Rack265 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack266 195 15 -45 Input@Rack266 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack267 195 30 -45 Input@Rack267 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack268 205 0 -45 Input@Rack268 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack269 205 15 -45 Input@Rack269 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack270 205 30 -45 Input@Rack270 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack271 165 0 -55 Input@Rack271 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack272 165 15 -55 Input@Rack272 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack273 165 30 -55 Input@Rack273 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack274 175 0 -55 Input@Rack274 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack275 175 15 -55 Input@Rack275 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack276 175 30 -55 Input@Rack276 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack277 185 0 -55 Input@Rack277 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack278 185 15 -55 Input@Rack278 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack279 185 30 -55 Input@Rack279 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack280 195 0 -55 Input@Rack280 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack281 195 15 -55 Input@Rack281 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack282 195 30 -55 Input@Rack282 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack283 205 0 -55 Input@Rack283 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack284 205 15 -55 Input@Rack284 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack285 205 30 -55 Input@Rack285 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack286 165 0 -95 Input@Rack286 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack287 165 15 -95 Input@Rack287 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack288 165 30 -95 Input@Rack288 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack289 175 0 -95 Input@Rack289 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack290 175 15 -95 Input@Rack290 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack291 175 30 -95 Input@Rack291 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack292 185 0 -95 Input@Rack292 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack293 185 15 -95 Input@Rack293 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack294 185 30 -95 Input@Rack294 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack295 195 0 -95 Input@Rack295 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack296 195 15 -95 Input@Rack296 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack297 195 30 -95 Input@Rack297 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack298 205 0 -95 Input@Rack298 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack299 205 15 -95 Input@Rack299 Rack MyVehicle1 











Storage Location Capacity Fork Truck 
Rack Rack261 175 30 -45 Input@Rack261 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack262 185 0 -45 Input@Rack262 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack263 185 15 -45 Input@Rack263 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack264 185 30 -45 Input@Rack264 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack265 195 0 -45 Input@Rack265 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack266 195 15 -45 Input@Rack266 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack267 195 30 -45 Input@Rack267 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack301 165 0 5 Input@Rack301 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack302 165 15 5 Input@Rack302 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack303 165 30 5 Input@Rack303 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack304 175 0 5 Input@Rack304 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack305 175 15 5 Input@Rack305 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack306 175 30 5 Input@Rack306 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack307 185 0 5 Input@Rack307 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack308 185 15 5 Input@Rack308 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack309 185 30 5 Input@Rack309 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack310 195 0 5 Input@Rack310 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack311 195 15 5 Input@Rack311 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack312 195 30 5 Input@Rack312 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack313 205 0 5 Input@Rack313 Rack MyVehicle1 
Rack Rack314 205 15 5 Input@Rack314 Rack MyVehicle1 










A5 Bulk Table 
The bulk table is used in the model to create the bulk storage locations in the model. The bulk 
object is used in the bulk column, which is an object property column. The table shown here is 
used to create a storage location for warehouse A, configuration 3. The table also includes the state 
variable property columns zone, allocated, SKU, quantity, available. These columns are used for 
statistical analysis of the simulation model and do not require any input to initialize the warehouse 
operations. 
Table A5: Bulk table 
Bulk 
Bulk 
Name Bulk X Bulk Y Bulk Z Storage Loc Capacity Fork Truck 
Bulk Bulk1 5 0 -111 Input@Bulk1 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk2 15 0 -111 Input@Bulk2 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk3 25 0 -111 Input@Bulk3 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk4 35 0 -111 Input@Bulk4 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk5 45 0 -111 Input@Bulk5 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk6 55 0 -111 Input@Bulk6 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk7 65 0 -111 Input@Bulk7 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk8 75 0 -111 Input@Bulk8 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk9 85 0 -111 Input@Bulk9 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk10 95 0 -111 Input@Bulk10 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk11 105 0 -111 Input@Bulk11 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk12 115 0 -111 Input@Bulk12 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk13 125 0 -111 Input@Bulk13 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk14 135 0 -111 Input@Bulk14 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk15 145 0 -111 Input@Bulk15 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk16 155 0 -111 Input@Bulk16 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk17 5 0 -182 Input@Bulk17 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk18 15 0 -182 Input@Bulk18 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk19 25 0 -182 Input@Bulk19 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk20 35 0 -182 Input@Bulk20 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk21 45 0 -182 Input@Bulk21 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk22 55 0 -182 Input@Bulk22 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk23 65 0 -182 Input@Bulk23 Cap4 MyVehicle1 





Name Bulk X Bulk Y Bulk Z Storage Loc Capacity Fork Truck 
Bulk Bulk25 85 0 -182 Input@Bulk25 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk26 95 0 -182 Input@Bulk26 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk27 105 0 -182 Input@Bulk27 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk28 115 0 -182 Input@Bulk28 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk29 125 0 -182 Input@Bulk29 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk30 135 0 -182 Input@Bulk30 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk31 145 0 -182 Input@Bulk31 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk32 155 0 -182 Input@Bulk32 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk33 5 0 50 Input@Bulk33 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk34 15 0 50 Input@Bulk34 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk35 25 0 50 Input@Bulk35 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk36 35 0 50 Input@Bulk36 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk37 45 0 50 Input@Bulk37 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk38 55 0 50 Input@Bulk38 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk39 65 0 50 Input@Bulk39 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk40 75 0 50 Input@Bulk40 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk41 85 0 50 Input@Bulk41 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk42 95 0 50 Input@Bulk42 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk43 105 0 50 Input@Bulk43 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk44 115 0 50 Input@Bulk44 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk45 125 0 50 Input@Bulk45 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk46 135 0 50 Input@Bulk46 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk47 145 0 50 Input@Bulk47 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk48 155 0 50 Input@Bulk48 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk49 165 0 -111 Input@Bulk49 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk50 175 0 -111 Input@Bulk50 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk51 185 0 -111 Input@Bulk51 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk52 195 0 -111 Input@Bulk52 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk53 205 0 -111 Input@Bulk53 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk54 165 0 -182 Input@Bulk54 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk55 175 0 -182 Input@Bulk55 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk56 185 0 -182 Input@Bulk56 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk57 195 0 -182 Input@Bulk57 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk58 205 0 -182 Input@Bulk58 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk59 165 0 50 Input@Bulk59 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk60 175 0 50 Input@Bulk60 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk61 185 0 50 Input@Bulk61 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk62 195 0 50 Input@Bulk62 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
Bulk Bulk63 205 0 50 Input@Bulk63 Cap4 MyVehicle1 
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A6 Receiving Table 
The receiving table is used in the warehouse model is used to create the receiving area. The 
receiving area is represented through the transfer node. The receiving node has a process to assign 
the storage locations to arrive SKUs. 








Mix Fork Truck Exit Process 
Receiving Receiving1 -15 -40 
Put Way 
Process 
1 MyVehicle1 TransferNode1_Exited 
Receiving Receiving2 -15 -110 
Put Way 
Process 
1 MyVehicle1 TransferNode1_Exited 
Receiving Receiving3 -15 -160 
Put Way 
Process 
1 MyVehicle1 TransferNode1_Exited 
 
A7 Shipping Table 
The shipping table is used to ship the material out of the warehouse. The shipping area is 
represented as a sink. The shipping table is used to create the shipping area in the model. 





X Z Mix Shipping Node 
My Sink Shipping 1 -10 25 1 Input@Shipping3 
My Sink Shipping 2 -10 41.3 1 Input@Shipping2 
My Sink Shipping 3 -10 11.3 1 Input@Shipping1 
 
A8 Vehicle Table 
The vehicle table is used to assign the speed to the vehicle. The vehicle object is created in the 
model, and the table uses the same object to assign the speed to it. 




A9 SKU Table: 
The SKU table is an input to the model to create the number of SKUs in the system. The input 
is provided to determine the type of SKU designated to rack storage and bulk storage.  
Table A9 SKU table 
SKU StorageType MIX Rate 
1 2 11 0.308 
2 2 8 0.288 
3 2 9 0.252 
4 2 9 0.252 
5 2 7 0.224 
6 2 7 0.224 
7 2 11 0.22 
8 2 11 0.22 
9 2 5 0.2 
10 2 8 0.192 
11 2 7 0.168 
12 2 10 0.16 
13 2 8 0.16 
14 2 8 0.128 
15 2 8 0.128 
16 2 8 0.128 
17 2 8 0.128 
18 2 10 0.12 
19 2 6 0.096 
20 2 7 0.084 
21 2 10 0.08 
22 2 8 0.064 
23 2 6 0.048 
24 2 4 0.032 
25 2 4 0.032 
26 2 7 0.028 
27 2 4 0.016 
28 1 4 0.16 
29 1 4 0.144 
30 1 3 0.12 
31 1 4 0.112 
32 1 4 0.112 
33 1 4 0.112 
34 1 4 0.112 
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SKU Storage Type MIX Rate 
35 1 3 0.108 
36 1 3 0.096 
37 1 4 0.096 
38 1 3 0.096 
39 1 4 0.096 
40 1 4 0.096 
41 1 3 0.084 
42 1 4 0.08 
43 1 4 0.08 
44 1 4 0.08 
45 1 3 0.072 
46 1 2 0.064 
47 1 4 0.064 
48 1 4 0.064 
49 1 4 0.064 
50 1 4 0.064 
51 1 4 0.064 
52 1 4 0.064 
53 1 3 0.06 
54 1 2 0.056 
55 1 2 0.056 
56 1 3 0.048 
57 1 3 0.048 
58 1 3 0.048 
59 1 3 0.048 
60 1 1 0.04 
61 1 2 0.04 
62 1 1 0.04 
63 1 2 0.04 
64 1 2 0.04 
65 1 1 0.036 
66 1 1 0.036 
67 1 3 0.036 
68 1 3 0.036 
69 1 3 0.036 




SKU Storage Type MIX Rate 
71 1 3 0.036 
72 1 3 0.036 
73 1 3 0.036 
74 1 3 0.036 
75 1 3 0.036 
76 1 1 0.032 
77 1 2 0.032 
78 1 2 0.032 
79 1 2 0.032 
80 1 2 0.032 
81 1 2 0.024 
82 1 1 0.016 
83 1 1 0.016 
84 1 1 0.016 
85 1 1 0.016 
86 1 1 0.016 
87 1 1 0.016 
88 1 1 0.016 
89 1 2 0.016 
90 1 3 0.012 
91 1 3 0.012 
92 1 3 0.012 
93 1 3 0.012 
94 1 1 0.008 
95 1 1 0.008 
96 1 1 0.008 
97 1 1 0.008 
98 1 1 0.008 
99 1 2 0.008 









Once the data is provided to the simulation framework to create an operational warehouse 
model, the experiments were designed to test the performance capabilities and limitations of the 
model. The experiment was run for 1000 operational hours, and each scenario was run for 100 
replications. Three different experiments sets were conducted as explained in section 5; the 
performance measures recorded for these experiments are rack space utilization, bulk space 
utilization, frequency zone utilization, number of materials at waiting area, and number of 
materials in the alternate zone. Below are the examples of key performance measures recorded 
through simulation experimentation. 
Experiment 1 – Configuration analysis 
In experiment 1, the layout is not divided into different frequency zone and different types of 
SKUs. As the objective of experiment 1 was to analyze warehouse utilization. Hence in the result 
table, the observation is only recorded for type A SKU. The utilization of storage location for 
warehouse configuration 3 is shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. 
 
Figure A.7: Result table for experiment 1 
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Experiment 2 – Layout Analysis 
Four layouts were created for the recommended warehouse configuration. The data represented 
in this section were used to create the fourth layout of the warehouse, which is represented by 
scenario 4 in figure A.8. The performance measures observed in this section were to analyze the 
frequency zone utilization of layout 4 to compare it with other configurations. 
 
Figure A.8: Simulation result table for layout analysis 
 
 
 
